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Introducing our BRAND NEW online store for all your Apple 
needs, shipped directly to you from our warehouse!

www.store.widebaytechnology.com.au

Looking for a better Apple Mac deal online?

So come on over and check out our already discounted prices!
Plus, as a special only available to the readers of The AppleUsers Spotlight we 
are offering (until the end of August) FREE shipping Australia Wide on any 
Apple Mac System purchased.

DISCOUNT COUPON:
Good for FREE SHIPPING 
on all Mac Systems

COUPON CODE:

WBT38942
(Valid until August 31st)

Feel free to Email us if you have any questions:
shop@widebaytechnology.com.au

http://www.store.widebaytechnology.com.au
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From the Editor
Countdown: 32 hours to launch.

In this amount of time, AppleUsers Spotlight makes its 
debut at the monthly iMUG meeting in Melbourne. The 
problem: it is still incomplete. 

There’s still one section limping to join the rest at the 
finish line—From The Editor.

I’ve been trying to think of something meaningful 
(and witty) to write about. It’s a personal struggle 
because I think most letters from the editors are, for lack 
of a better expression, wanky. So rather than tell you 
about the articles in the magazine, let me tell you about 
the birth of this wonderful project.

25 May 2009, Monday. 2.08pm. Sydney.  
(Nice weather.)
Nick:  AppleUsers.org is looking at producing our own 

PDF based magazine.

25 May 2009, Monday. 4.36pm. Melbourne.  
(Possibly nice weather, can’t remember.)
Trish:  Oh! An AppleUsers.org magazine! That sounds 

great. I would like to help out with its 
production if possible!

26 May 2009, Wednesday. 8.52pm. Sydney.  
(Nice weather.)
Nick:  Have a look at  

http://www.AppleUsers.org/about/jobs ;)
*This email conversation has not been edited.

After pouring countless man-hours (read: two 
months) into recruiting volunteers, developing a 
production workflow, creating an editorial style 
guide, working out the advertising specifications, 
conceptualising the design etc, AppleUsers Spotlight  
is born. 

This 50-page degustation of Mac cuisine is now 
available for all members of the Australian Apple user 
groups. I hope you’ll enjoy our creation as much as we 
enjoyed creating it. 

 – Trish Ho

Legal Stuff
AppleUsers Spotlight is an independent magazine and has not been authorized, sponsored, or otherwise 
approved by Apple Inc.

TidBITS
TidBITS is a free weekly technology newsletter providing timely news, insightful analysis, and in-depth 
reviews to the Macintosh and Internet communities. 
Non-profit, non-commercial publications and Web sites may reprint or link to articles if full credit is given. 
Others please contact us. We do not guarantee accuracy of articles. Caveat lector. Publication, product, 
and company names may be registered trademarks of their companies. TidBITS ISSN 1090-7017.
Copyright 2009 TidBITS: Reuse governed by Creative Commons licence.

Contact us | TidBITS Web site | License terms | Full text search | Subscriptions

Trademarks
AirPort, Apple, Apple Store, Back to My Mac, Bonjour, Boot Camp, FairPlay, Final Cut, Final Cut Pro, 
GarageBand, Genius Bar, iCal, iChat, iDVD, iLife, iMac, iMix, iMovie, iPhoto, iPod, iTunes, iTunes Store, 
iWork, Keynote, Mac, Mac OS, MacBook, MacBook Air, Macintosh, Numbers, Pages, QuickTime, QuickTime 
Logo, Time Capsule, Time Machine, and Xcode are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 
other countries.
Aperture, App Store, iDisk, iPhone, iWeb, Podcast Logo, Snow Leopard, and Spotlight are trademarks of 
Apple Inc.
For a current list of other Apple trademarks, please refer to http://www.apple.com/legal/trademark/
Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, the Acrobat logo, Distiller, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the U.S. and/or other countries.
Intel, Intel Core, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corp. in the U.S. and other countries.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

http://www.appleusers.org/about/
http://www.AppleUsers.org/about/jobs
mailto:editors%40tidbits.com?subject=
http://www.tidbits.com/
http://www.tidbits.com/terms/
http://www.tidbits.com/search/
http://www.tidbits.com/about/list.html
http://www.apple.com/legal/trademark/
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Nicholas' Dashboard

Nicholas’ Dashboard
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the AppleUsers 
Spotlight. AppleUsers Spotlight is a new digital-format 
magazine that has been written, designed and published 
by Apple users for Apple users.

AppleUsers.org is a central location for committees, 
editors, web masters and other leaders of Australian 
Apple user groups to find useful resources.The Spotlight 
is just another of these resources and we are proud to 
share it with the Australian Apple User Group community.

At the time of writing this article (about a week before 
publication), none of the team producing The AppleUsers 
Spotlight have actually met in person, nor have we even 
spoken over the phone. All our communication to date 
has been by email or Instant Messaging services like 
iChat or MSN. It is also unlikely that we’ll ever get the 
entire team together in one location as we have people 
in Melbourne, Sydney, Geraldton, the Hunter Valley and 
even from the US participating in this project. But this 
magazine shows what can be achieved by a group of 
people dedicated to an idea and united by the internet.

I’d like to take this opportunity to publicly 
acknowledge the incredible effort that our Editor-in-
Chief, Trish Ho, has put into producing this first issue 
and the amount of planning she has already done for 
forthcoming issues.

Over the coming months you’ll get to meet our 
regular contributors. Some contributers have already 
provided articles, while others will be coming on board in 
coming months.

I must take this opportunity to thank Adam, Tonya 
and all the team at TidBITS for allowing User Groups to re-
publish their articles. Thanks also to Nitrozac and Snaggy 
over at Joy of Tech for granting us permission to reprint 

an issue of their interesting, topical and often very funny 
cartoon, Joy of Tech, in each issue of The AppleUsers 
Spotlight. The hard part with both TidBITS and Joy of Tech 
is going to be to decide just which articles or cartoons 
we’ll publish, as both groups produce such quality 
material.

We also have a couple of people working behind 
the scenes in the often thankless but essential task of 
proofreading, namely Ben Barone-Nugent and Renee 
Bergere. They’ll be assuring that we have a consistent 
writing style throughout the magazine each month (and 
correcting my many errors).

My appreciation goes out to Kyle Kreusch for coming 
up with the idea of calling this magazine “The AppleUsers 
Spotlight” and for his arranging for the Geraldton 
Macintosh User Group (GMUG) to provide us with the 
server space to host the AppleUsers Spotlight Archive.

A special thank you has to go out to an incredible 
lady by the name of Pam Doughty. Pam provided 
AppleUsers.org with our eye catching ‘Running Apple’ 
logo. But more importantly she has provided me with the 
support and encouragement to push forward with the 
AppleUsers Spotlight project. Words can not express my 
gratitude for Pam’s ongoing encouragement. Without it 
the Spotlight would never have gotten off the ground.

The leadership of the various Apple user communities 
around the country deserve special recognition for all the 
effort they put into running their groups and assisting 
people month-in, month-out.

And finally to you, our new—and I hope ongoing—
readers. Thank you for taking the time to investigate our 
new venture and I look forward to seeing you back here 
next month.

 – Nicholas Pyers

http://www.AppleUsers.org
http://www.tidbits.com
http://www.joyoftech.com
http://www.commart.com.au
http://www.macnotables.com
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MUG Meetings

AustrAliAn CApitAl territory

ACT AppLE USEr GroUp
Date: Tuesday 11th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Two or more sessions including the ever popular 
Mac Basics questions and answers.
Website: http://www.actapple.org.au

new south wAles

AMUG SyDNEy
Date: Monday 3rd
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Monday night general meeting. We meet on the 
first Monday of each month (except January). Meetings 
start at 6:30 pm and finish by 9:00pm. Q&A, presentation, 
raffle and refreshments make up the agenda.
Website: http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug/

MACTALk HUNTEr 
Date: Tuesday 4th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Panel discussion on web browsers and add-ons.
Website: http://www.mactalkhunter.org.au

CLUB MAC INC
Date: Wednesday 5th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Q&A Special Interest Group. A free-wheeling 
discussion group. Bring along your problems and see if 
the group can solve them. Ideal place for beginners to be 
able to ask any questions without fear.
Website: http://www.clubmac.org.au

AMUG SyDNEy
Date: Saturday 8th
Cost: Members free. Visitors by donation.
Topic: Saturday Workshop. Hands-on help, one person 
per computer. Use the installed Macs or bring your 
own Apple notebook. Get the latest OS updates on CD, 
without the hefty downloads! For bookings, please email 
sydamug@mac.com.
Website: http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug/

CLUB MAC INC
Date: Wednesday 12th
Cost: Free
Topic: CHANGE OF VENUE Dougherty Centre, 7 Victor 
Street Chatswood (in the Craft Room).  
Meeting starts at 6.30 pm. Demonstrations of the latest 
hardware and software, a Question and Answer session 
and fund-raising raffles. Free refreshments are served. 
Visitors are welcome. Come see what it’s all about - you 
can join up on the spot! 
Website: http://www.clubmac.org.au

MUG Meetings
CoFFS MAC USErS GroUp
Date: Wednesday 12th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Presentations; Questions and Answers
Website: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/coffs_mac_users

QueenslAnd

GoLD CoAST MAC USEr GroUp
Date: Monday 3rd
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Mac Essentials, a look at the latest iPhone Apps, 
Web publishing options, iMovie 09, machine migration, 
moving your data, Q and A, gadgets with Jeff.
Website: http://www.goldcoastmacusers.org.au

TooWooMBA AppLE &  
MACINToSH USEr GroUp
Date: Wednesday 5th
Cost: Visitors welcome (need not be Mac owners).
Topic: AGM with the presentation of Annual Reports 
by the President and Treasurer, then an election of 
Office Bearers. Monthly meeting topic is ‘iTunes Part 2’ 
presented by Ian  Douglas of Warwick. 
Website: http://www.taamug.org.au

http://www.actapple.org.au
http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug/
http://www.mactalkhunter.org.au
http://www.clubmac.org.au
mailto:sydamug%40mac.com?subject=
http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug
http://www.clubmac.org.au
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/coffs_mac_users
http://www.goldcoastmacusers.org.au
http://www.taamug.org.au
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MUG Meetings

HErvEy BAy MAC USErS GroUp
Date: Thursday 6th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: Digital Photography, pixels and things. Printers 
and settings
Website: http://www.hbmug.com

south AustrAliA

SoUTH AUSTrALIAN AppLE USErS’ CLUB
Date: Friday 7th
Cost: New members very welcome.
Topic: Meet with other Mac users! Meetings are held at 
7:30 pm on the first Friday of each month (except January 
and Public Holidays) Library and Reception are open from 
7:00 pm to 7:30 pm. The SAAUC library offers training and 
reference books and CDs for loan to members. The Club 
offers members some software upgrades at meetings 
they need to supply a CD or flash drive for transferring 
files. Programmes for meetings alternate between Special 
Interest Groups and Presentations. The Club mailing List 
is a useful exchange centre for SAAUC members to seek 
assistance or to give advice to one another.
Meeting venue: Salvation Army Worship and 
Community Centre, 70 Marion Street, Unley 5061,  
South Australia
Website: http://www.saauc.org.au

SoUTH AUSTrALIAN AppLE USErS’ CLUB
Date: Wednesday 12th
Cost: New members very welcomed
Topic: If you have just bought your first Macintosh 
or have been operating computers for many years, a 
SAAUC daytime meeting has something to offer you. The 

strength of SAAUC is its great resource in the knowledge 
and experience of its members. We are a friendly group, 
with members from 15 to over 80 years, and ranging from 
those with little knowledge of computers to computing 
professionals. SAAUC provides a room for members 
use for video conferencing on the iVisit network. 
Though many of our members use current Macs and 
software, other members find that their older Macs and 
operating systems are very capable of offering service we 
encourage members to appreciate the diversity within 
the club.
Meeting venue: Salvation Army Worship and 
Community Centre, 70 Marion Street, Unley 5061  
South Australia.
Time: 2pm - 4pm
Website: http://www.saauc.org.au

ViCtoriA

AUSoM INCorporATED
Date: Saturday 1st
Cost: Visitors Welcomed.
Topic: The meeting runs from 9.30am until 5.00pm, with 
a keynote presentation at 1.00pm. Visitors are welcome. 
You don’t have to be an AUSOM member to attend. 
There’s something for every Mac, iPod, and iPhone user 
at AUSOM. Meetings and activities are free. AUSOM 
publishes its own monthly printed magazine and hosts 
about 20 special interest groups. Member services 
include training CDs and DVDs; an online discussion 
forum; book and disk libraries; phone help by experts; 
discounts on CDs and books; and lots more!
Website: http://www.ausom.net.au/

BEAUT - BENDIGo EDUCATIoN  
AppLE USErS TEAM
Date: Wednesday 5th
Cost: Free - Visitors Welcomed
Topic: Report from the National Educators Computing 
Conference, where 18,000 people attended in 
Washington year this year. Plus iPod review of new Apps 
& Classroom uses of iPods; followed by Blogging - the 
Who, What, When & Why?
Website: http://www.beaut.org.au

BELLArINE MAC USEr GroUp
Date: Tuesday 11th
Cost: Fund raising raffle tickets on sale at $5.00 each
Topic: At this meeting members will be given the chance 
to join any one of four workshops dealing with iWork ‘09 
and other office applications. Pages, Numbers, Word and 
PowerPoint will be just some of the topics discussed. 
Website: http://www.bellarinemac.org.au

MACINToSH MULTIMEDIA GroUp
Date: Tuesday 11th
Cost: $1 supper fee
Topic: The Macintosh Multimedia Group is a joint venture 
between AUSOM & iMug, two of Australia’s Premier Apple 
User Groups. It focusses on multimedia-related topics 
for the Apple Macs, iPods and iPhones, but we are also 
interested in all aspects of computing. There are typically 
two presentations each meeting, usually from various 
industry vendors, separated by an informal coffee and 
socializing break.
Website:  http://www.ausom.net.au

http://www.imug.com.au

http://www.hbmug.com
http://www.saauc.org.au
http://www.saauc.org.au
http://www.ausom.net.au/
http://www.beaut.org.au
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au 
�http://www.ausom.net.au
http://www.imug.com.au
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MUG Meetings

AUSoM rETIrEES AND oTHErS
Date: Wednesday 12th
Cost: $1 morning tea
Topic: This group is aimed at anyone who has an interest 
in Macs, at any level of expertise. We are an informal 
group and newcomers to the Mac are very welcome. The 
presentation topics vary from interesting new products 
to using common applications or a session where the 
more knowledgable members answer qestions from the 
floor. The meeting usually hosts two speakers separated 
by a coffee break.
Website: http://www.ausom.net.au

ADoBE INDESIGN USEr GroUp
Date: Wednesday 19th 
Cost: Free
Topic: Colour Management in Adobe InDesign
Website: http://indesignusergroup.com

CENTrAL vICTorIAN MACINToSH USErS INC.
Date: Thursday 27th
Cost: Visitors Welcomed. Gold coin donation for supper.
Topic: Numbers - How to excel with it
Website: http://www.cvmu.net

IMUG - INTErNET MACINToSH USEr GroUp
Date: Tuesday 25th
Cost: $2 donation
Topic: QuicKeys - save us time and make life easier, 
presented by Robert Black. Robert believes that life 
should be simpler and less tedious. It is no wonder that 
he embraced QuicKeys as an indispensable tool for his 
computer. QuicKeys is software that makes it easier to 
use your computer. With QuicKeys you can automate 
common things you do all the time. And you can 

automate tedious things you don’t do all the time, things 
that are hard to remember. Robert will take us through 
his journey with this software, and alog the road expose 
us to some advanced techniques. A must for all of us 
looking for an easier life
Website: http://www.imug.com.au/meetings.php

western AustrAliA

GErALDToN MACINToSH USEr GroUp

Open Day @ (GMUG)

More info @ www.gmug.org.au

The Geraldton Macintosh User Group
cordially invite you to their next meeting

1:00pm – Saturday August 29th

Presenting
‘Staying in Touch’

‘Mac Home Media Center’

Gold Coin Donation for Afternoon Tea

Date: Saturday 29th
Cost: Gold coin donation for Afternoon Tea
Topic: (GMUG) are holding an ‘Open Day’ were current 
or potential Mac users from in and around Geraldton 
are invited to attend the meeting to find out what the 
benefits of joining a User Group are. Two presentations 
will be conducted; ‘Staying in Touch’ - Learn how to use 

your Mac to communicate with friends and family, close 
and far, via text, audio and video chats; and ‘Home Media 
Center’ - Your Mac can become the central component of 
your home theatre or lounge room TV system. Learn how 
to play various video and audio via your Mac or your TV 
and we’ll cover how to find new content on the internet. 
The (GMUG) meeting will be held at Goldings Paving 
Centre, 676 Chapman Road, Glenfield WA 6532, from 
1:00pm until 3:30pm
Website: http://www.gmug.org.au/open-day/

yoUr GroUp NoT LISTED?
If your local User Group is not listed above, then have 
a member of your Committee register, for free, at 
AppleUsers.org. Once registered, your User Group will 
be invited each month to submit details about their 
forthcoming meetings.

http://www.ausom.net.au
http://indesignusergroup.com/chapters/melbourne/index.php
http://www.cvmu.net
http://www.imug.com.au/meetings.php
http://www.gmug.org.au
http://www.gmug.org.au/open-day/
http://www.appleusers.org/mug-listings/
http://www.joyoftech.com
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Raffle

August Contest

To enter, simply visit the August Contest 
Page and submit your details, including 
this month’s Magic Word: AppleUsers.org

iPhoto '09- Visual 
QuickStart Guide 
(PDF version)

Take Control of 
Maintaining Your 
Mac, Second Edition

Take Control of 
Troubleshooting 
Your Mac

TopXNotes

Voila

VueScan

Enter August Contest

Your chance to win one of these great prizes

Monthly Contest
Nicholas Pyers

Each month we plan to run a contest that is open to all 
readers of the AppleUsers Spotlight.

Entering is simple.

 Just click on the "Enter Contest" button in the ad to the 
right which takes you to a special webpage where you'll 
enter some basic details about yourself (your name, 
suburb and email address). This is so that we can send 
you the prize. If you win. You'll also need to type in this 
month's 'Magic Word' which can only be found in the 
AppleUsers Spotlight. 

And that's it, you've entered! As I said, it is simple.

Winners of each month contest will be published on the 
AppleUsers.org and in the next issue of the Spotlight.

This month's prizes
 • Voila: Worth $39.95. See Page 47 for a review
 • iPhoto '09 - Visual QuickStart Guide (PDF version): 

Worth US$15.00. See Page 17 for a review
 • Take Control of Maintaining Your Mac, Second 

Edition: Worth US$10.00. See Page 11 for a review
 • Take Control of Troubleshooting Your Mac: Worth 

US$10.00. See Page 11 for a review

http://www.appleuers.org
http://www.appleusers.org/contest/august-2009-contest/
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Joy of Tech



http://www.themacbundles.com
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Take Control

Control
Electronic Books

The Answers You Need Now, from Leading Experts

Take 30% off your next 
Take Control order!

Use coupon code:
CPN90219MUG

Take Control of:
 Fonts in Leopard
 Syncing Data in Leopard
 VMware Fusion 2
 Mac OS X Backups
 Your AirPort Network
 And many more titles!

Shop for your Take Control ebooks at:
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/

Take
There’s no lack of advice 
available for how to run 
a Mac efficiently and 
solve pesky problems, 
but it’s scattered all 
over the Internet. A 
pair of new ebooks 
from TidBITS Publishing 
Inc. - “Take Control 
of Maintaining Your 
Mac, Second Edition” 
and “Take Control 
of Troubleshooting 
Your Mac” - help Mac 
users achieve peak 
performance from their 
Macs and handle any 
problems that might 
occur. The ebooks, both 

written by award-winning author Joe Kissell, are available 
for under AUD$10 each, after the 30% MUG discount, 
using these URLs:
Take Control of Maintaining Your Mac, Second Edition
Take Control of Troubleshooting Your Mac

 – Adam Engst, ace@tidbits.com

”Take Control of Maintaining Your Mac, Second Edition” 
looks at how to start on the right foot with keeping your 
Mac running smoothly, and then it explains weekly, 
monthly, and yearly tasks that help readers enjoy peak 
performance and avoid pesky problems. Along with 
telling reader what to do, it includes a section about 
what not to do, explaining several time-consuming tasks 
that don’t provide any real benefits. Particular questions 
answered in this ebook include:

 • How can I tell if my Mac is likely to have trouble?
 • How can I find out which unnecessary files are taking 

up space on my disk?
 • Should I defragment my hard disk and repair 

permissions regularly?
 • What are the safest ways to clean dust and crud from 

my Mac?
 • What is the best way to keep my software up to date?

”Take Control of Troubleshooting Your Mac” helps 
readers go beyond regular maintenance to dealing with 
computer-related troubles. It helps readers prevent 
problems, prepare for problems, complete 17 specific 
problem-solving tasks, fix nine common problems, and 
diagnose and fix novel problems. Among the problems 
that readers will learn how to handle are:

 • A Mac that won’t turn on
 • Repeated kernel panics
 • Abnormal slowdowns
 • Emptying the Trash when the Finder balks
 • An application grinds to a halt
 • An application crashes
 • Recalcitrant keyboards and mice
 • A dead Internet connection
 • A printer won’t print

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/maintaining-mac?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/troubleshooting-mac?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
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What's new

Default Folder X 4.2.1
St. Clair Software has announced the 
availability of Default Folder X 4.2.1. 
This release adds pop-up previews of 
files in Default Folder X’s hierarchical 
menus. It also refines the support for 
the OpenMeta tagging standard and 

improves the compatibility and feature set of our utility 
for enhancing Open and Save dialogs. Awarded 
Macworld Magazine’s Editors’ Choice Award for Best 
System Enhancement Utility, Default Folder X makes 
Open and Save dialogs “work the way they should”. It 
enhances the file dialogs in all Mac OS X applications, 
making them work as quickly as you do. 

Custom keyboard shortcuts place your favourite 
and recent folders at your fingertips. Pop-up menus let 
you navigate your folders and open Finder windows. 
Previews, Spotlight comments and tags are there when 
you need them. Open, save and get back to work: Default 
Folder X is workflow for the rest of us.

What’s New
Default Folder X 4.2.1 is a 
free update that lets you 
quickly see the contents 
of your files by showing 
you preview images in its 
hierarchical menus. 
Visually browsing 
through folders of files is 
now quick and easy, 
straight from your menu 
bar. This release also 
offers additional support 
for Path Finder, 

improvements to Default Folder X’s “Rebound” feature 
and a number of compatibility fixes. Version 4.2.1 is also 
compatible with the latest developer release of Mac OS 
10.6 “Snow Leopard”.

System requirements:
Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger) or 10.5 (Leopard)

pricing and Availability:
Default Folder X 4.2.1 is a free update for users who 
purchased a licence or upgrade on or after 1 June 2007. 
The upgrade is US$14.95 for users who bought their 
licences before that date, and US$34.95 for new users.

Macware’s Free Commercial 
Use Fonts offer

Macware has relaunched 
their Macware website 
and is offering visitors a 
selection of free 
commercial-use fonts, 
brand new to the market, 

from their font foundry. Macware has updated its site to 
better serve the Mac community and offer more 
extensive productivity solutions. Macware products are 
easy to use and include software for logo design, invoice 
and billing, hard drive defragment and repair, email 
marketing, extensive font collections, and much more.

As part of Macware’s commitment to offering the best 
Mac productivy solutions, they are providing a selection 
of commercial-use fonts at no cost. These fonts were 
created by the Macware font foundry and are being 
released as a preview of what will be available in the 
new releases of MacFonts 3 and MacFonts 4 later this 
year. Each of these font collections will include 1000 new 
royalty-free fonts of the highest quality, each containing 
full sets including international characters.

Visitors can receive these free commercial-use fonts 
by visiting the Macware website as well as explore the 
numerous additional solutions Macware has to offer.

About Macware, Inc.
Macware develops and publishes award-winning 
intuitive software designed for Mac users. This Omaha-
based company is committed to the interests of creative 
Mac users with products available through major retailers 
in North America, the United Kingdom, Australia, Europe 
and Japan, as well as on the Internet.

http://www.stclairsoft.com/DefaultFolderX/index.html
http://www.stclairsoft.com/DefaultFolderX/index.html
http://www.macwareinc.com/
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What's new

ipod Converter 2.7

iPod Converter 2.7 is an update to MacVide’s video to 
mp4 conversion utility for Mac OS X. With a focus on 
ease-of-use, iPod Converter allows conversion of the 
most popular video files to mp4 iPod video. 

The converter supports all of the most popular 
formats including MOV, 3GP, MPEG, AVI and helps bridge 
the gap between many video standards. 

MacVide’s iPod Converter provides powerful functions 
to set different settings for your video files. It allows you 
to select crop video area, bit rate, frame rate and video 
resolution. Video preview with “rangebar” allows you 
to choose the exact video footage you want, anywhere 
between the first and last frames. With MacVide’s iPod 
Converter, you will able to convert your entire movie 
collection to .MP4 and watch it anywhere, anytime. 
It’s very easy to use and supports most portable mp4 
devices.

Version 2.7 offers a new interface design and fixes 
miscellaneous bugs.

Feature highlights include:
 • Input format supported: all popular video formats 

including AVI, WMV, MOV, MPG, ASF, DivX, etc.
 • Playback on multiple players including iPod, iPhone, 

PSP and Apple TV, Creative Zen, Archos, etc.
 • Crop your video area to remove the black video sides
 • Powerful video/audio output settings
 • Allows video resolution and frame rate settings
 • Allows video and audio bitrate settings
 • Customisable dimensions for exported video
 • Auto determination of movie length
 • User can control movie over capturing

Minimum requirements:
 • Mac OS X Version 10.4 Tiger or 10.5 Leopard
 • Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
 • 19.4 MB Hard Drive space

pricing and availability:
iPod Converter is available for only US$29.95 for a Single 
Licence, and may be downloaded directly from the 
MacVide website.

Free keynote Theme: Comics
Keynote Zone has released a free “Comics” Keynote 
theme. The Comics theme’s layout, based on hand-
drawn picture frames and word balloon shapes, creates a 
recognisable comics style. The theme includes 22 layouts, 
custom-designed charts and tables.

Comics standard version theme comes in two 
sizes (800x600 and 1024x768) and is available as free 
download at Keynote Zone. Comics HD version theme 
comes in five sizes (800x600, 1024x768, 1280x720, 
1680x1050 and 1920x1080) and is available for US$10. 

Five more Keynote themes are now available for 
purchase in standard or HD format on Keynote Zone’s 
website.

Each theme comes in Standard and HD versions. 
Standard version themes come in two sizes (800x600 
and 1024x768), HD version themes come in five 
sizes (800x600, 1024x768, 1280x720, 1680x1050 and 
1920x1080).

Metal theme 
This unique, technology-based theme with custom-
designed transitions is ideal for presentations that require 
a clean, contemporary look. The theme includes 45 
layouts, custom-designed charts and tables. Metal HD 
version theme includes opening and closing metal door 
transitions that you can place on your slides as openers 
or closers.

rounded theme
Based on rounded forms that create a soft and cosy 
atmosphere, this theme includes 44 layouts, custom-
designed charts and tables. 

http://www.macvide.com/Macvide_iPod_Converter/
http://www.macvide.com/Macvide_iPod_Converter/
http://www.keynotezone.com
http://www.keynotezone.com/themes/comics/comics.html
http://www.keynotezone.com/themes/comics/comics.html
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Outlook winmail.dat files without the requirement for a 
separate, stand-alone application. Implemented as a 
plug-in, Letter Opener lives right inside Apple Mac OS X 
Mail, allowing users to seamlessly convert winmail.dat 
files to attachments, iCal files, vCards and more.

Version 2.2 supports Microsoft Outlook reports like 
delivery receipts and read receipts. It also introduces 
support for encrypted and signed messages with a 
winmail.dat attachment. This is a recommended upgrade 
for all users.

Letter opener 2.2 Features:
 • Treats attachments within a winmail.dat file like other 

attachments
 • Converts Events, Appointments and Tasks for iCal
 • Converts Contacts for Address Book
 • Handles Nested Message 
 • Converts Notes for Mail
 • Converts Reports for Mail
 • Updates Checker: Letter Opener checks for the latest 

available update at start-up
 • Fully supports Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard), 10.4 (Tiger) 

and 10.3 (Panther)
Microsoft Outlook doesn’t send any plain text 
information for contacts, so often the only way to transfer 
a contact is by using a vCard. With Letter Opener, contact 
data within winmail.dat can be extracted and saved with 
a single click. Microsoft Outlook sends calendar items as 
plain text. However, it is not very Mac-like to copy and 
paste this into iCal. Letter Opener converts these items 
directly so they appear as if sent from another Mac user. 
When receiving winmail.dat files as email attachments 
from Microsoft Outlook users, nothing is as seamlessly 
integrated into Apple Mail as Letter Opener.

Corporate theme
This general-purpose theme boasts a clear business 
aesthetic that will match your professional content. The 
theme includes 40 layouts, custom-designed charts and 
tables.

r&W theme
This is an elegant and luxurious Keynote theme that 
combines modern and classical looks and represents 
aesthetic and passion for excellence. The theme includes 
40 layouts, custom-designed charts and tables.

paper theme
The paper theme brings paper back into the digital age. 
The theme includes 40 layouts, custom-designed charts 
and tables.

requirements:
 • Mac OS X version 10.4.10 or later
 • iWork ‘08 (Keynote 4) or iWork ‘09 (Keynote 5)

pricing and Availability:
The Keynote themes are available for download at 
Keynote Zone and are priced starting from US$16 for 
the standard version and starting from US$20 for the HD 
version.

Letter opener 2.2
restoroot.com has released 
an updated version of 
Letter Opener, their 
winmail.dat converter 
plug-in for Apple Mail. At 
its basic, Letter Opener 
processes Microsoft 

More info about the winmail.dat format:
winmail.dat files are sent from Microsoft Outlook or 
Exchange Server. Some winmail.dat files only contain 
information used by Outlook to generate a rich format 
view of the message, such as embedded documents or 
Outlook-specific features like meeting requests, versit 
card information, notes and messages forwarded as 
attachments. Other winmail.dat files may contain files 
that have been attached to an email message. 
See the Wikipedia page for more information.

Minimum requirements:
 • Mac OS X Version 10.3 Panther or higher
 • Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel

pricing and Availability:
Letter Opener 2.2 is priced at EUR19.99 for a single-user 
licence. It is a EUR9.99 upgrade for version 1.x customers.

ipresentee offers free 
keynote Countdown Timer

iPresentee recently 
released a free Keynote 
Countdown Timer to be 

used with Apple’s Keynote presentation software. Each 
Keynote Countdown Timer can count down from 90 
minutes or less. 

Time management is important during presentations 
or workshops. Presenters often have a great deal of 
material to cover and little time to waste. Countdown 
timer can be used to show the time before the actual 
presentation or meeting should start. Teachers can also 
use timers during classroom instruction to help students 
to maintain attention and manage time.

http://www.keynotezone.com/themes/comics/comics.html
http://www.keynotezone.com
http://www.restoroot.com/OMiC/
http://www.restoroot.com/OMiC/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Neutral_Encapsulation_Format
http://www.restoroot.com/OMiC/
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Using countdown timers inserted into Keynote 
presentations can energize your audience and keep both 
presenter and audience attentive and time-conscious. 
Starting Keynote Countdown Timer is a snap: just 
download, drag to the slide, set countdown time—and 
you are ready to start. Each countdown timer can be 
used on backgrounds of any colour. Each animation can 
be changed in size, rotated, increased or decreased in 
opacity, or overlapped with one another to create extra 
effects.

A demostration of Keynote Countdown Timer is 
available on iPresentee’s website.

Minimum requirements:
 • Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
 • Any version of Apple’s Keynote
 • 230 MB Hard Drive space

pricing and Availability: 
Keynote Countdown Timer is being offered free of 
charge. Other free add-ons are also available for 
download at the iPresentee’s website.

Jumsoft releases pages 
Clipart 4.0 for iWork
Jumsoft has expanded its selection of Pages Clipart 
images designed to illustrate presentations, invitations, 
Web pages, posters, newsletters and a variety of other 
documents. Pages Clipart 4.0 provides vast possibilities 
to increase documents’ visual appeal due to its extensive 
range of images, wide compatibility and smart technical 
details like transparent image backgrounds and PDF 
format.

Pages Clipart 4.0 can 
be added to a broad 
range of documents. 
It currently offers 300 
high-quality images, 
including 100 new 
additions, available for 
purchase and download 
from Jumsoft’s Web 
site. Themes of the 
images vary from office 
stationery to food, 
allowing users to find a 

perfect illustration for their documents. 
“We believe that professionalism is heightened 

when combined with a creative approach,” said Algirdas 
Unguvaitis, the general manager of Jumsoft. “With Pages 
Clipart 4.0, users can attract and retain the attention 
of their target audience, whether it is a student class, 
business meeting participants or potential clients.”

As usual, the clips were created by a team of 
professional designers. The transparent background of 
an image allows for placement on top of different colours 
or patterns. With the PDF format, users are able to resize 
images without affect their quality. Pages Clipart 4.0 is 
compatible with Apple Keynote, MS Word, PowerPoint 
and other graphics programs.

Users can see samples of the images and purchase 
Pages Clipart 4.0 on Jumsoft’s Web site. (Please note that 
the samples are not representative of the actual product.) 
After downloading the program and installing it on their 
computers, users can simply open selected images and 
insert them into their documents for creative and fun 
customisation.

System requirements:
 • Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
 • Apple iWork 06 or later

pricing and Availability:
Pages Clipart 4.0 is only US$39 and version 3.0 users can 
upgrade for only US$19.

MacFamilyTree 5.6 released
Synium Software’s update 
of MacFamilyTree 5.6 
introduces a completely 
overhauled Virtual Tree 
allowing you to navigate 
through the three-
dimensional representation 
of your family data and  
todive into your family 
history. One year ago, they 

revolutionized the way you approach all the branches of 
your family tree. Now, with version 5.6, this unique 
feature has been rebuilt, incorporating several customer 
requests. Loading times and alignment, especially with 
larger or more complex trees, have been greatly 
improved. A new palette called “Person Scope” gives you 
quick access to a person’s close relatives.

Another feature is the extended media management. 
Select persons on your family pictures and assign 
them to entries in your database: persons, families, 
events or sources. This feature comes in handy when 
you start identifying your family members on those 
old group shots. Draw a rectangle on the photo and 
tell MacFamilyTree who that person is. This cut-out is 
automatically added to that person’s profile. The selected 

http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_Keynote_Themes.html
http://www.ipresentee.com/
http://www.ipresentee.com/
http://www.jumsoft.com/
http://www.jumsoft.com/clipart/
http://www.jumsoft.com/
http://www.synium.de/products/macfamilytree/index.html
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area can even be displayed in the virtual tree instead of a 
generic symbol.

Bookmarks have been enhanced, allowing you to di-
rectly access entries in your Media Library. Editing images 
within the Media Pane (crop, reduce noise and change 
hue, brightness and sharpness.) is possible as well.

New Features
New features in MacFamilyTree 5.6 include:

 • Rewritten Virtual Tree. Much improved performance
 • Overhauled Media Management, allowing for the 

tagging and editing of photos
 • Globe with higher resolution
 • Unified theme in all dialog windows
 • Several performance enhancements and 

improvements

System requirements
MacFamilyTree 5 requires a Mac with Mac OS X 10.4.11 
or any version of Mac OS X 10.5, ATI Radeon 7500 or Intel 
GMA 950 or NVidia GeForce 4 MX graphics chipset or 
better. MacFamilyTree 5 is a Universal Binary running on 
Intel and PowerPC based Macs. Safari 3.0 or newer, which 
is available for free at Apple’s ‘Downloads’ section, must 
be installed for MacFamilyTree 5.6 to work.

pricing and Availability:
Version 5.6 is a free update for registered customers of 
MacFamilyTree 5. The full version of MacFamilyTree 5 
can be purchased for US$49.00, upgrades from versions 
prior to 5.0 are US$25.00. A demo is also available for 
download.

TextSoap 6.2.2
unmarked software announced 
the release of TextSoap 6.2.2, an 
update to its text processing 
utility for Mac OS X. The TextSoap 
6.2.2 update is a maintenance 
release that fixes a number of 
reported issues and adds support 
for using Services on rich text 
with images.

other issues addressed:
 • Scripting Addition no longer interferes with new 

agent scripting
 • Scripting addition command “tsPickCleaner” now uses 

newer keyboard-friendly dialog
 • Remove Style from Text cleaner now allows text to 

better adopt surrounding style information

 • Changing zoom no longer causes problems under 
some circumstances

 • Find dialog improves handling of “ignore case” option 
when searching with regular expressions

 • Fixed an issue where some rich text might not be 
processed under certain conditions

System requirements:
Requires Mac OS X v10.5 or later, with 14 MB hard Drive 
space. Universal Binary: Works great on both Intel and 
PowerPC

Take total control of text and its style. Whether it is 
Mail, AppleWorks, BBEdit or TextEdit, TextSoap provides 
integration options such as Services Menu support, 
Shortcut Menu and Application plug-ins. With a single 
menu selection, TextSoap 6 brings unique processing 
power to users from within their favourite application.

pricing and Availability:
TextSoap 6 is available now directly from unmarked 
software. Pricing for new customers starts at US$39.95. 
Upgrades for users of TextSoap 4 and 5 start at US$24.95.

http://www.unmarked.com/textsoap/
http://www.unmarked.com/textsoap/
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Adam Engst (ace@tidbits.com)

Every year or so, Apple releases a 
new version of iPhoto and I 
squeeze in the work of 
researching and writing my 
“iPhoto Visual QuickStart Guide” 
for Peachpit Press. I’m not sure 
where the time comes from 
either, but Tonya and Tristan get 
major credit for taking up the 
slack and getting the work done. 
Peachpit has printed the 240-

page “iPhoto ‘09: Visual QuickStart Guide” and distributed 
it to bookstores and I’ve converted it into a true e-book, 
with a fully linked table of contents and index, links for 
internal page references, bookmarks to every page, and 
live Web links. I also increased the page and font size to 
make it easier to read on modern displays.

If you’re looking for complete documentation about 
iPhoto ‘09 with coverage of new features such as Faces 
and Places, publishing of photos to Facebook, Flickr 
and MobileMe, themed slideshows, enhanced editing 
capabilities and more, you can now get it in e-book form 
for under AUD$14, with the 30% MUG Discount. If you’d 
prefer a full-colour print copy, that’s available too from 

Amazon. Click the ‘Buy Print Book’ button on the page 
linked above.

As with previous editions, “iPhoto ‘09: Visual 
QuickStart Guide” uses step-by-step instructions paired 
with screenshots to illustrate all of iPhoto’s capabilities. 
Chapters cover:

 • Importing photos and managing multiple iPhoto 
libraries

 • Organizing photos with albums, smart albums, and 
keywords

 • Automatic identification of people in your photos via 
Faces

 • Marking where your photos were taken for use in 
Places

 • Editing photos with iPhoto ‘09’s improved tools
 • Making themed slideshows with still images and 

movies
 • Publishing photos to many different Web sites
 • Sharing photos via email and on CD
 • Printing photos and making cards, books and 

calendars
 • Troubleshooting and solving common problems

If you bought an e-book version of a previous edition 
from Take Control, you can upgrade for 20% off—open 
the PDF of your existing e-book to the first page and click 
‘Check for Updates’.

iPhoto ‘09: Visual QuickStart Guide
  

AMUG Sydney
PO Box 304 Mortdale 2223
Ph 9387 2069 • Fax 9387 3227
Email: sydamug@me.com

homepage.mac.com/sydamug/

 …then come along to our 

Saturday Workshop 
Held monthly at the University of NSW, 
Kensington, Webster Building, in the 
computer lab, Level 1. 10am-2pm. 
One person per computer – use the 
installed Macs or bring your own Apple 
notebook. See web site for dates.  
Email us for Bookings. 

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/iphoto09-vqs?pt=TCMUG&cp=CPN90219MUG
http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug
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Book: The Macintosh iLife ‘09
Author: Jim Heid
Publisher: Peachpit Press
ISBN-10: 0-321-60134-3
Size of book: 445 pages
Price:  US$39.99 (UG Price: 35% off; Coupon 

Code: UE-23AA-PEUF (case-sensitive)
Date: July 2009
Rating:      
Website: http://www.peachpit.com

The Macintosh iLife ‘09 by Jim Heid is a one-stop shop-
ping guide for the iLife application suite of iPhoto, iMovie, 
Garage Band, iDVD and iWeb. A comprehensive book, 
simply and clearly written, with beautiful colour graphics, 
in-depth information and lots of tips and short cuts.

iPhoto takes up the largest portion of the book, 
encompassing pages 22 to 165. The new Faces feature is 
discussed thoroughly from training iPhoto to recognize 
faces, to working with slideshows, making a book, or 
simply browsing favorite shots.

The other new feature is Places. It lets you associate 
geographical locations with your photos and then 
explore your library using maps. If you have an iPhone, 
it accepts Global Positioning Systems (GPS) that record 
your location as you shoot. But the camera doesn’t need 
to be so equipped, iPhoto can do the geotagging and 
more accurately than the camera. Heid covers all the 
steps necessary to tag your photos, explore them with 
Browser View and Map View.

iPhoto is not only an organizer of photos but also 
an editor that is so simple and yet so very powerful. 
Heid shines describing the ease of use of this powerful 
application.

Heid’s gift of the pen and his ability for making 
complicated subjects seem easy gives hope to the rest 
of us to succeed editing our movies with iMovie. He 
uncovers the secrets and the mysteries of this powerful 
video editing application, which is free with every new 
Mac. He covers the gamut from basic to advanced 
editing techniques, plus the importance of audio and 

sources for Sound Effects and Music. He also shows you 
how to go beyond the pages of a book and export your 
masterpieces in iWeb, Flickr, iPod and iPhone.

iDVD takes up the least amount of space in the book, 
yet none of the clear explanations are lost or diminished 
when it comes to showing you how to make a beautiful 
DVD to be given as a gift or to be treasured as a keepsake 
of your most important events whether as slideshow(s) or 
a movie(s).

I will admit that Garage Band is not an application I 
use. I know nothing about music and have no musical 
talent. Therefore, Garage Band comes in handy with its 
loops. These are audio tracks of two kinds: loops with a 
blue icon (real instrument loops) and loops with a green 
icon  (software instrument loops). Heid explains in detail 
how to mix tracks and make them sound professional 
and pleasant to the untrained ear. I played around with 
some but this did not hold my interest. So, I composed 
a podcast. That was useful to me. It was a pleasure to 
read about the interface and to make a podcast from 
beginning to end.

The last application in the suite is iWeb. Heid guides 
you carefully step-by-step and shows you how to place 
your world on the Web. The graphics in the book and the 
precise sequence of steps help you to easily create a web 
site containing text, photos, movies, podcasts and more. 
In my opinion, the tips are the most valuable part of this 
section. Heid shares his knowledge and experiences 
to make the reader’s iWeb experience enjoyable and 
satisfying.

The Macintosh iLife ‘09
Maria O. Arguello

http://www.peachpit.com/store/product.aspx?isbn=0321601343
http://www.peachpit.com/store/product.aspx?isbn=0321601343
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Darn it. Where’s my iPhone? My iPod touch? My keys? 
OK, my keys are in my hand, but I have no idea where the 
other two are. I’d better find my Mac (I know where that 
is, at least) and fire up MobileMe.

Let’s see, go to me.com, enter username and 
password, click the Account icon at the top, re-enter my 
password (for what reason is beyond me) and then click 
Find My iPhone. Ah ha! According to the map it’s in my 
house. I’ll click Display a Message and have a sound play 
too. Under the couch cushions. How typical.

Find My Phone and MobileMe
Find My iPhone is a nifty feature that Apple added to 
iPhone OS 3.0. Better still, it works with the iPod touch as 
well. To use this feature, you require a MobileMe account 
which starts at $119 per year. Find My iPhone lets you 
trigger a message on the device, bring up a map showing 
the location of your device or erase all the data on it.

The iPhone has a built-in ability to determine its 
current coordinates at any given time. The original iPhone 
uses a combination of Wi-Fi and cell tower locations; the 
iPhone 3G and 3GS add GPS to the mix (see ‘iPhone and 
iPod touch Become Self-Aware’). The iPod touch must 
connect to a Wi-Fi network to update its location whereas 
the iPhone can use either Wi-Fi or its cellular network. You 
can enable Find My iPhone via the Settings application 
on the iPhone or iPod touch through the mail settings.

Since its the launch of MobileMe, Apple has added 
ever more options to the Account tab with Find My 
iPhone being the latest. Note that while Apple calls this 

feature Find My iPhone it 
is sometimes called Find 
My iPod touch. The Find 
My iPhone page shows 
one entry for each of your 
devices. I have both an 
iPhone and an iPod touch, 
both of which are set to 
be found. When the page 
comes up, the last known 
position is shown along 
with the date and time 
the device last checked in. 
MobileMe—I presume—
then sends a push message 
to the phone to update that 
data. An Update Location 

button appears when MobileMe is satisfied that it has the 
most accurate location.

As long as the device is online—indicated by a green 
dot and the text ‘online’—you have the option to send a 
message to your device, activate a beeping alert or both. 
Any message you send to the device is also sent to you 
via your MobileMe mail account.

If you use the Display a Message dialog’s Play a 
Sound for 2 Minutes option, your iPhone or iPod touch 
will sound an alarm even if you have turned off all audio 
notifications. It’s a nifty option for freaking out thieves 
and finding your lost phone.

Find your Lost iphone or ipod touch with iphone oS 3.0
Glenn Fleishman <glenn@tidbits.com>

When I described Find My iPhone to my wife—the 
owner of an original iPhone—she was slightly appalled. 
She thought this would become known as the cheating-
spouse or stalker feature because anyone with access 
to someone’s MobileMe account—which could be 
your partner or an ex—would also have live access to 
someone’s position. This is worth considering if you’re not 
the only person with your MobileMe account password. 
In a MobileMe family pack (AU$179), however, you can 
manage multiple accounts with separate passwords and 
features so spying shouldn’t be a concern.

Enable Find My Phone via 
Settings application

General overview.

http://www.apple.com/mobileme/whats-new/
http://db.tidbits.com/article/9404
http://db.tidbits.com/article/9404
http://www.apple.com/mobileme/pricing/
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When Your Phone Goes Missing

As someone who has recently become aware of laptop 
theft—see David Blatner’s account of his PowerBook 
being ripped off in ‘What I Learned from Having My 
Laptop Stolen’—I wondered how recovery software 
companies might work around the ‘one program runs at a 
time’ limit in iPhone software. Apple cleverly avoided the 
issue by building such a feature into their own software. 
And where laptop recovery software costs run from 
about $50 one-off to $50 to $80 per year, depending on 
the firm, it comes free with MobileMe in the form of Find 
My iPhone.

Police don’t always take an interest in items that are 
worth less than a few thousand dollars, even if you have 
some evidence. It will therefore be interesting to see how 
the find feature is used in the future. And armed with 
a live map you may have a better chance. For the first 
heart-warming story of how Find My iPhone reunited a 
geek with his iPhone, read this post from the blog, The 
Intermittent Kevin.

The Remote Wipe feature will also be interesting in 
cases of theft. Click Remote Wipe in MobileMe to reset 
the device to its factory setting and your iPhone or iPod 
touch will delete all your files and applications.

Ken Westin, the head of GadgetTrak, which makes 
recovery software for laptops and smart phones, said he 
was pleased that Apple has added both these features, 
especially the remote data wipe option. But, he notes, 
a lot more than a dot on a map could be done. Westin’s 
firm gives away GadgetTrak for iPhone that, when active, 
looks just like a Safari window. It requires that you leave 
the app up whenever you’re not using your phone. 

GadgetTrak can’t do more because that would require 
having a constantly running monitor program which the 
iPhone disallows.

Westin said that, in his experience with smartphone 
theft, thieves typically remove SIM cards—the 
authentication module used by GSM networks—as soon 
as possible. Although the iPhone and iPod touch can 
connect to Wi-Fi networks to report location, thieves 
might be clever enough to disable Wi-Fi and the Find My 
iPhone function.

He also points out that pairing a MobileMe account 
with the Find My iPhone service is a double-edged 
sword. Even with a passcode, if you don’t wipe your 
phone, a thief still feasibly has access to anything all 
data linked to MobileMe. This includes calendars, you 
address book and email.  And when you wipe the phone 
to secure said information, the ability to locate the phone 
disappears. Westin also notes that Apple isn’t providing 
assistance to go to the police whereas GadgetTrak and 
other laptop recovery services offer this.

The Starting Point for Good Security
Apple has certainly provided a basic service for tracking 
misplaced and stolen devices but they usually rely 
on third parties to cover in the shortfalls of their own 
offerings. Due to Apple’s restrictive developer conditions 
for the iPhone/iPod that’s impossible at the moment. 
I would suspect, though, that with tens of millions 
of iPhones and iPods out there, Apple will hopefully 
encourage some third-party development.

At least I know where my equipment is at the 
moment. Now, if I could only find my glasses...

Sending a message...

And... the message appears!

http://db.tidbits.com/article/10165
http://db.tidbits.com/article/10165
http://happywaffle.livejournal.com/5890.html
http://happywaffle.livejournal.com/5890.html
http://www.gadgettrak.com/products/iphone/
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AOL has pushed out a version of AIM (AOL 
Instant Messenger) for iPhone that features 
push notification of new messages. The 
program comes in two versions: free with 
ads or US$2.99 without ads. Both versions 
work with iPhone OS 2.0 software but 
require iPhone OS 3.0 to display alerts for 
new responses from chat partners when 
you’re using other apps.

[Editor’s Note: At the time of publication, 
only the free version of AIM is available in the 
Australian iTunes Store]

The addition of push is the only major 
change to the iPhone AIM client. But it’s a 
big one. (A more minor addition is typing 
in the landscape orientation.) To activate 
push, you have to launch AIM and sign 
in. All programs that feature push have to 
be launched at least once to register with 
the AIM client even if there’s no account 
configuration required.

Once you’re signed in to AIM, the 
software lets you remain signed in for 
24 hours. If your iPhone is sleeping or if 
you’re using other apps during this time, 
incoming messages are displayed as push 
notifications. If the iPhone’s display is active 
and you’re using AIM, messages are shown inline.

The iPod touch receives notifications only if it’s connected to a Wi-Fi network. 
While awake, it shows messages instantly; while sleeping, it checks every 15 minutes. 

The iPhone uses Wi-Fi only if a cellular 
connection isn’t available and Apple’s 
developer guidelines state those messages 
are shown only if the iPhone is plugged 
in or awake. This appears to be either an 
inconsistency in how the iPhone and iPod 
touch handle push or an error in one of 
Apple’s documents.

AIM can work from multiple locations 
at once. This means you could be signed 
into iChat on one or more Macs and signed 
into AIM for iPhone. However, in testing, 
Adam Engst and I found that if you and your 
partner have encryption enabled in iChat, 
messages and sessions initiated in iChat 
don’t generate push notifications. But if you 
start responding to the same person in AIM 
for iPhone and encryption is disabled on 
iChat, push notifications work. As such, if 
you want push notifications to work on your 
iPhone, you can disable iChat encryption 
(Preferences > Accounts > Your Account > 
Security) or make sure you’re logged out of 
iChat on all machines.

Push notification behavior for iPhone 
and iPod touch can be set through a new 
notifications item that appears in the 

Settings app after you’ve installed at least one program that uses push. There’s a global 
setting to turn notifications on or off. You can then program specific options. AIM offers 
the choice of disabling sound, alerts and badges. (A badge is the number that appears 

AIM for iphone Adds push Notification
Glenn Fleishman <glenn@tidbits.com>

http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=281704574&mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=281704574&mt=8
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=306610781&mt=8
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT3576
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on an app icon showing a quantity of 
something associated with the app.)

The addition of push may be part of the 
inevitable decline of text messaging. As I 
wrote in ‘When iPhone Pushes, Text Message 
Fees Fall’, a text message might cost a carrier 
a fraction of a cent to handle while the 
firms charge customers up to 25 cents per 
message.

According to data released by Apple, 
push notification doesn’t cost the customer 
or the software developer anything. In the 
United States, iPhones come with unlimited 
data plans. In any case, push notifications 
are tiny, even thousands of notifications 
should add up to no more than a megabyte 
per month.

However, Apple warns developers that, 
unlike an SMS, ‘delivery of push notifications 
is not guaranteed.’ Apple’s quality of service 
description says notifications that can’t be 
delivered are stored for a limited period 
before being deleted and that only one 
notification per app is cached if a device isn’t 
immediately reachable.

SMS is designed to be more robust and, while there is also no guarantee, SMS text 
messages are almost always delivered.

SMS’s key advantage is universality across carriers and countries. But this is changing. 
AIM has millions of users and it’s free to get an AIM account that works with iChat. So you 
could encourage anyone who you frequently text message and who has an iPhone or 
iPod touch to set up an AIM account.

But in its current form, AIM can’t replace SMS. The 24-hour sign-in limit might be AOL’s 
way of reducing load or Apple’s requirement to avoid damaging relationships with cellu-
lar carriers. Still, I could see someone checking in to AIM to see if their friends were online 
before sending an SMS or, at least, sending an SMS message for them to log into AIM.

http://db.tidbits.com/article/10203
http://db.tidbits.com/article/10203
http://www.designhouse.com.au
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It’s common knowledge that the iPhone’s 2-megapixel 
camera is nothing special. It was unimpressive when 
it shipped and every day it suffers more and more 
when compared with modern point-and-shoot and 
other phone cameras. (The 3-megapixel camera in the 
iPhone 3G S should be an improvement, but we’ll know 
more about that soon.) The feature wishlist among 
users is long: many hunger for more megapixels, video 
capabilities, zoom and autofocus. While the camera is 
very useful, it doesn’t lend itself to taking the kind of 
breathtaking pictures we expect from modern digital 
cameras. 

The iPhone camera, like many mobile phone cameras, 
is often used merely to generate ‘visual’ text messages—
the photos might not look great, but they get the point 
across. People use it effectively to send images via email 
or Twitter that say, ‘Look at this giant burger I’m about 
to scarf’ or even “There’s a plane in the Hudson!” And it 
works pretty well with for visual reminders.

But, as we’ll see, the iPhone camera’s technical 
limitations haven’t prevented some artists from using it 
to produce well-regarded works,. The analogy could be 
drawn with the way artists have long produced amazing 
images using old or unusual photographic equipment.

iPhone Photo Pioneers
There’s a rich history of photographers using outmoded 
or basic tools like pinhole or Holga cameras to produce 
beautiful and memorable images. In many respects, 
those leading the charge of iPhone photography have 
seized upon this tradition. Ironically, though, their ‘crude’ 

tool happens to be an expensive and sophisticated 
piece of technology. Among the leaders of this pack is a 
professional photographer, a self-described amateur as 
well as a group of committed hobbyists.

Chase Jarvis is a professional photographer based in 
Seattle. In addition to running a photography studio that 
has garnered a lot of public recognition, Jarvis has taken 
to using his iPhone for producing images whose origins 
you would never suspect.

’The best camera is the one that’s with you,’ Jarvis 
writes. “As such, I take between 1 and 1000 iPhone 
images every day.” He uses only native iPhone apps 
for editing his photos and not the usual suspects—
Photoshop, Lightroom, Aperture. Considering the crisp 
edges, bold colors and dynamic compositions of his 
photos, it’s a claim that can be hard to believe.

The Art of iphone photography
Doug McLean <doug_mclean@tidbits.com>

At the other end of the spectrum is Greg 
Schmigel, a self-described amateur living in Maryland. 
Schmigel is another well known name in the world 
of iPhoneography. While he is humble about his 
involvement in the medium, his Web site, Just What I See, 
has attracted considerable attention. Boasting hundreds 
of iPhone photos, most focusing on people in public 
places, Schmigel’s site is a contemplation on the short-
lived beauty of everyday moments.

Another pool of iPhone camera talent gathers on 
the iPhone Photography Group on Flickr. The iPhone 

Chase Jarvis’ website.

Greg Schmigel’s website.

http://twitpic.com/135xa
http://evernote.com/ Evernote
http://photo.net/pinhole/pinhole.htm
http://microsites.lomography.com/holga/history
http://www.chasejarvis.com/#s=0&mi=2&pt=1{{=10000&p=5&a=0&at=0
http://press.chasejarvis.com/press/
http://morristsai.com/2008/05/iphone-photography-in-the-hand.html
http://morristsai.com/2008/05/iphone-photography-in-the-hand.html
http://www.justwhatisee.com/
http://www.flickr.com/groups/iphonephotography/
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Photography Group has a collection of nearly 6,000 
photos and over 250 active members from around 
the world. It is also an excellent place to expand your 
conception of what an iPhone photo can look like.

Tools of the Trade
At first glance, I couldn’t figure out how many of these 
photos were taken with the iPhone. And it turns out that 
many wereedited and enhanced using iPhone photo 
apps. This, of course, is good news since it means that 
you too can achieve similar results without ever leaving 
your iPhone or purchasing expensive photo-editing 
applications.

The most popular apps being referenced in the 
Flickr group and whose effects become easy to spot, 
are CameraBag, ToyCamera, Photonasis, Photo fx and 
TiltShift.

These apps enable you to apply various filters to alter 
the appearance of your photos. For example, Camera Bag 
can ‘age’ a photo or mimick the appearance ofa Polaroid 
or a crisp black-and-white shot from bygone eras. 
Similarly, ToyCamera approximates the warm lo-fi effects 
attained by cheap toy cameras.

TiltShift offers only one effect, but it’s an intriguing 
one. TiltShift replicates the effects of tilt-shift 
photography. Objects in photos taken with tilt-shift often 
appear smaller than they actually are, often miniature.

These sorts of apps are popular for their ability to 
emulate various camera effects and aesthetic styles. In 
fact, at least one app has actually been rejected from 
the App Store for replicating too well a set of proprietary 
camera effects. The Poladroid phone app, developed by 
Paul Ladroid, was rejected for containing features that 
‘resemble Polaroid photographs’. Given the number of 
validated apps containing similar features, the rejection 

of this one is explained by Apple’s sometimes opaque 
review process (see ‘Developers Could Turn Away from 
iPhone App Store’).

One last app worth mentioning is Stepcase’s 
Darkroom (previously called Steadycam). Darkroom is 
interesting in that it helps you take clearer pictures by 
using your iPhone’s accelerometer. When you press the 
shutter button on your iPhone, Darkroom waits till your 
accelerometer reads as being relatively stable before 
it snaps the shot. This results in clearer photographs, 
especially in low-light. Another app called Night Camera 
does exactly the same thing.

For more information on the world of iPhone 
photography and the apps that populate it, check out the 
iPhoneography Blog.

Time-Traveling with Cameras
One thing I couldn’t help but notice after looking at 

hundreds of iPhone photographs, is the apparent desire 
to mimic properties of old photographic styles.

Maybe and explanation for this phenomenon is 
simple: low-resolution images taken with the iPhone are 
suited to impersonate forms of low fidelity photography. 
But perhaps the reason stems from something deeper: 
in the sudden transformation of a mundane image into 
one with some historical aura. Maybe it’s the wonder of 
time travel that’s implied by these effects—I may not 
be able to build a time machine, but I can make it look 
like I was 25 years old in 1970. Or maybe it’s just another 
manifestation of the collective nostalgia we have for our 
childhood eras.

Whatever the reason, it’s curious that these effects 
are so commonly utilised by owners of one of the most 
innovative technological devices.

What particularly fascinates me is that many of 
the images I came across replicated the appearance 
of Polaroid instant film—an ancestor of the iPhone 
photograph given its instantaneous nature. But this 
relationship is also peculiar given that Polaroid recently 
announced it will no longer produce its signature film. 
The digital camera undoubtedly killed the Polaroid. 
But people still seem to want the aesthetics that their 
new tools put to out to pasture. It’s a strange example 
of new technology destroying the old, only to come to 
resemble it. It raises a funny question: in 10 years, will 
people want to replicate the blurry, pixelated quality of 
the 2-megapixel iPhone camera from which most people 
now seek to escape?

Screen shopt of TiltShift

http://itunes.com/apps/camerabag
http://itunes.com/apps/toycamera
http://itunes.com/apps/photonasis
http://itunes.com/apps/photofx
http://itunes.com/apps/tiltshift
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilt-shift_photography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilt-shift_photography
http://www.poladroid.net/news-Poladroid_for_iPhone_rejected_by_APPLE-15.html
http://db.tidbits.com/article/9784
http://db.tidbits.com/article/9784
http://itunes.com/apps/steadycam
http://itunes.com/apps/steadycam
http://itunes.com/apps/nightcamera
http://www.iphoneography.com/
http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/02/08/polaroid-abandons-instant-photography/
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Mozilla has thrown back the curtains to reveal Firefox 3.5, 
a significant update to the most popular cross-platform 
web browser. The tagline for the new browser is ’Faster, 
Safer, Smarter, Better’ and, in initial testing, it’s new and 
enhanced features indeed appear to improve an already 
good experience.

Faster
Firefox 3.5 includes a new JavaScript engine called 
TraceMonkey which is supposed to provide up to twice 
the performance of Firefox 3.0 and over ten times the 
performance of Firefox 2. 

Although Mozilla provides a chart comparing some 
Firefox 3.5 features with Safari 4, results on performance 
are not included. This leads me to believe that Safari 4 
remains the current speed champ. Nonetheless, Firefox 
3.5 does feel notably snappier when working with 
JavaScript-intensive sites like Google Docs. Even the 
TidBITS site feels faster, which makes sense given the 
increasing use of JavaScript to add features and improve 
ease-of-use.

Page rendering is also generally faster thanks to a new 
version of the Gecko engine which includes ‘speculative 
parsing’ which can load resources—such as scripts)—in 
parallel with the rest of the page. While I wouldn’t trust 
rendering speed benchmarks due to the many many 
real-world bottlenecks that change the standard user 
experience, in my short usage of Firefox 3.5, it definitely 
feels faster.

Firefox 3.5: Improved performance, privacy and support
Adam C. Engst <ace@tidbits.com>

Safer
Security is increasingly important on the Internet and 
Firefox has always had a number of important security 
features, including a pop-up blocker, a constantly 
updated database of phishing sites, automated updates 
to fix vulnerabilities, detailed site information (click the 
site’s favicon in the address bar) and more.

Firefox 3.5 introduces a private browsing mode (Tools 
> Start Private Browsing) that avoids recording Web 
history, form entries, searches, downloads, passwords, 
cookies and cache files (though bookmarks you create 
in private browsing mode are retained). Since it’s easy to 
switch in and out of private browsing mode, there’s little 
downside to using it when you want to keep the kids 
from knowing you were shopping for birthday presents. 
(Yeah, I know what people will really use it for, but this is 
a PG publication.)

If you forget to turn on private browsing, you can still 
ask Firefox to forget where you’ve been. This feature, also 
new in Firefox 3.5, is a bit tricky to find. Choose History > 
Show All History, and in the Library window that appears, 
search for the site you want Firefox to forget. Once you 
find it, control-click it and choose Forget About This Site 
from the contextual menu that appears. That site will be 
erased from your browsing history though cookies (and 
possibly other information, like form entries) remain.

Firefox 3.5 also converts the previous Clear Private 
Data dialog to a Clear Recent History dialog (Tools > 
Clear Recent History), adding the capability to control the 
time span over which data will be deleted. This is perfect 

for clearing out what you’ve been doing on a public 
computer for the last few hours.

Smarter and Better
It’s a little hard to know what Mozilla was getting at with 
these words but Firefox 3.5 reportedly improved the 
“Awesome Bar” (the address field into which you can type 
nearly anything and get back something useful), the way 
you can tag bookmarks and the extremely helpful session 
restore capability. However, it’s unclear exactly what 
changes were made to this latter feature. More concrete 
is the improvement to Firefox’s tabbed browsing. You 
can now drag a tab out of one window to create a new 
one containing the tab’s contents, a notable omission in 
Firefox 3.0.

http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
https://wiki.mozilla.org/JavaScript:TraceMonkey
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/features/#security
http://support.mozilla.com/en-US/kb/Private+Browsing
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Firefox 3.5 also introduces location-aware browsing. 
This is an optional feature that allows Firefox to share 
information about your location with Web sites. Mozilla 
is riding on the coattails of Google which developed the 
Geolocation API and submitted it to the W3C standards 
consortium. As with iPhone apps, Firefox asks you each 
time a web site requests your location, so it’s not a 
privacy concern.

Geolocation works by checking your IP address and 
scanning for any wireless networks within range of your 
computer. This means its accuracy will range from a few 
meters to a few.

A Web site could request your location from your 
browser via JavaScript, but it’s unlikely that a Web site 
would ask you when you load a page. More likely, you’ll 
click on a ‘Find stores’ or ‘Where am I?’ link. Firefox would 
then display the location request at the top of the page, 
much as it asks if you want a password to be saved.
I can’t really see location-aware browsing being all that 
important given that usually when I want location-
specific information I’m using my iPhone somewhere 
other than at my desk. And even when I’m travelling 
with my MacBook I imagine I’d turn to the iPhone first 
for location-specific information. For those without 
location-savvy phones, this feature could be useful when 
you’re using a coffee shop, library or hotel network in an 
unfamiliar area.

Web standards
Mozilla also put a lot of effort into Firefox’s support 
for modern web standards. Firefox 3.5 now supports 
downloadable fonts, HTML 5’s audio and video elements, 

the HTML 5 offline resource spec, drag-and-drop within 
and between web sites, CSS media queries for media-
dependent style sheets, multi-threading for speeding up 
web applications and more. These improvements won’t 
mean much until they’re adopted by Web developers 
for sites you use. Such changes tend to happen slowly 
because of the large number of people who don’t (or 
can’t) upgrade from old browsers.

Comparing with Safari 4
Since I’m using a Mac, Mozilla’s site showed me a 
comparison of Firefox 3.5 and Safari 4 rather than Firefox 
3.5 and Internet Explorer 8. It acknowledges that Safari 
4 does an excellent job with modern web standards, 
but gives Firefox the nod in speed of response to 
security vulnerabilities, number of add-ons and adaptive 
capabilities.

http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/geolocation/
https://developer.mozilla.org/En/Firefox_3.5_for_developers
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That seems fair: security updates to Firefox do appear 
more quickly than updates to Safari; Firefox does have far 
more add-ons that extend its functionality; and Firefox’s 
‘Awesome Bar’ is far better than Safari’s ‘Smart Address 
Field’ simply because you can enter anything into 
Firefox’s address field and it will do something intelligent 
like display bookmarks, recently visited sites, go directly 
to the correct site,or run a Google search. In contrast, 
Safari 4’s address field can access only your bookmarks 
and history and only by their URL rather than their names 
or content. Although I appreciate Safari 4’s speed, I stayed 
with Firefox. 

For my purposes, Firefox’s ‘Awesome Bar’ (I just can’t 
bring myself to type those words outside of quotes) is 
the differentiating factor. Being a writer, I think in words 
and I direct them through my fingers to the keyboard. 

Therefore it’s important to me to be able to navigate 
the Web with text. Firefox’s ability to restore sessions 
automatically after relaunching is also important for me. 
Safari offers a History > Reopen All Windows From Last 
Session command, but I don’t want to have to remember 
to do that after every restart.

I recommend taking a look at Firefox 3.5. If nothing 
else, it’s good to have multiple Web browsers around 
when dealing with badly coded sites. I also like using 
multiple browsers when testing how Web pages render 
and how a site behaves when I’m logged in versus when 
not.

But here’s one suggestion. The main drawback that 
kept me from switching among browsers in the past 
was my bookmarks—I don’t have many but I heavily rely 
on those I do have. There’s a free utility called Xmarks 

(previously known as Foxmarks) that backs up and 
synchronizes your bookmarks between Firefox and Safari.
It also works with Internet Explorer. Thanks to Xmarks, I 
can be certain that Firefox and Safari always have exactly 
the same set of bookmarks across all my Macs. This makes 
it easy to use any browser at any time. Although Xmarks 
doesn’t claim compatibility with Firefox 3.5 or Safari 4 
yet, I was able to install it for Safari 4 on my MacBook 
and sync my bookmarks back and forth with Firefox 3.5. 
Your mileage may vary until Xmarks announces official 
support.

Firefox 3.5 for Mac OS X requires Mac OS X 10.4 or 
later. Note that a number of add-ons will be disabled 
by the update. But in the past, add-on developers have 
responded quickly with updates. It’s a 17.6MB download.

E V E N T S

F O R

Y O U

O F F I C E :  (03)9842 2561 M O B :  0404 771 875

E X P E R I E N C E D  E V E N T  M A N A G E R S  A N D  T R A I N E D  D J ’ S ,  L I G H T I N G  D E S I G N E R S  
A N D  H O S T S  A L L  R E A D Y  F O R  Y O U R  E V E N T  N O  M A T T E R  T H E  S I Z E ,  C L A S S  O R  S T Y L E .

A N Y  E V E N T ,  A N Y W H E R E ,  A N Y  T I M E

http://www.xmarks.com/
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Yes, I did that bone-headed memory card thing: I 
erased one of my camera’s SD cards before I transferred 
the photos to my Mac. After performing the requisite 
forehead slapping, I searched for a software that would 
get my pictures back.

Notice that I didn’t panic. When a camera or computer 
typically erases a memory card, the images aren’t actually 
deleted. The blocks on the memory are marked as 
recordable so new data writes over the old. As such, I was 
confident I could get the photos since I hadn’t shot any 
new images since erasing the card. Some cameras can 
optionally perform a low-level format of a card, which 
overwrites all the card’s data. Camera manufacturers 
don’t make the distinction easier, since some models, 
such as my Nikon D90, refer to erasing the card as 
formatting even though the photos are still recoverable.

If you’re reading this article because you accidentally 
erased a card and searched the Web for a solution, know 
that it’s highly likely you’ll get your photos back. Remove 
the card from the camera so you don’t risk overwriting 
your erased ones and read on.

Data Rescue II
So this is what I did. First, I checked to see if I already 
owned something that could do the job. Prosoft 
Engineering’s Data Rescue II is designed to search 
through hard disks and recover their data. I performed 
a Thorough Scan using the Assistant mode which looks 

recover Erased photos from a Memory Card
Jeff Carlson <jeffc@tidbits.com>

at every block on the card. Scanning the 8 GB card took 
about 15 minutes on my 2.33 GHz MacBook Pro.
The downside to using Data Rescue is it assumes you’re 
searching for file names and not images. I could see that 
the file T4352x2868-00387.nef could be recovered, but 
I didn’t know what image the file contained. The scan 
revealed every file it could including photos I’d already 
imported into Aperture.

At the time, I wasn’t choosy—all I wanted was my 
photos back. Considering this, I was happy to recover all 
5 GB worth of them. I would have to sort through them 
later, but at least the images were safe.
Cost: US$99; demo version (14.2 MB download)
System requirement: Mac OS X 10.2.4 or later.

Klix
I imagine someone at Prosoft Engineering must have 
erased a media card at some point and run into the same 
issues I did because the company’s JoeSoft division offers 
Klix. Klix is a US$29.95 utility specifically designed to grab 
erased media.

The Klix interface is simple: one window where you 
select your media card and start scanning and an Image 
Recovery window where you preview the images Klix 
locates.

http://prosoftengineering.com/products/data_rescue.php
http://www.joesoft.com/products/klix.php
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The software first copies the entire contents of a card 
to your hard disk for backup. Depending on the card’s 
capacity, expect to wait several minutes. This temporary 
duplicate is deleted when you quit the program.

After copying, Klix scans the card for media.This took 
about 20 minutes for my 8 GB card. It then displays the 
images in the Image Recovery window. I could select 
all images or just the ones I was missing, then click the 
Recover button to copy them to a folder of my choosing 
on my hard disk.

Having thumbnails of the card’s images, which Data 
Rescue doesn’t offer, makes a huge difference. I was 
able to choose just the missing shots and recover them. 
That said, the thumbnails are small and you can’t zoom 
in to see more detail. And, for some reason, the Image 
Recovery window can be expanded in height, but the 
width is limited to five pictures across.

One other thing annoyed me about Klix. When the 
application first launches, it asks if you’d like to check 
for updates—a completely reasonable feature. You can 
click Yes or No to perform the check, but there’s also a 
box marked Check for updates on launch. Clicking Yes to 
check for the update opens another modal dialog that 
notes you have the latest version and you must click OK 
to get rid of it. The problem is that it’s not an automatic 
option: the same dialog appears every time you open 
the program. Just let me authorize a quick online check 
at startup once, make it happen in the background and 
bother me only if there’s a new update.

Those quibbles aside, the end result is that I was able 
to recover just the photos I wanted (about 1 GB worth) 
instead of everything on the card.
Cost: US$29.; demo version is limited to recovering one 
file of any size (2 MB download).
System requirement: Mac OS X 10.2.4 or later.

Photo Recovery for Mac 3.5
Another useful utility is AppleXsoft’s Photo Recovery 
for Mac. Itoffers more granularity for locating erased 
images. While Klix locates all media files, Photo Recovery 
for Mac can search for just the file types you know are 
on the card. Choosing Nikon from the Search pop-up 
menu selected JPG Image, TIFF Image, and NEF Image 
(the latter being Nikon’s raw file format). In fact, Photo 
Recovery doesn’t limit itself to just photos and videos. 
There are options to locate Excel and PowerPoint files, Zip 
archives, audio formats and more.

What also impressed me was the capability to start 
previewing photos while Photo Recovery performed 
its scan. This feature allowed me to start looking for the 
missing pics right away.

However, that turned out to be something of a trick: I 
wasn’t actually previewing and selecting photos, because 
Photo Recovery was performing the recovery during the 

scan and copying all the files it found to my hard disk. 
That did allow me to open a file and edit it if I wanted, but 
I didn’t need to wait for the time Photo Recovery took to 
retrieve those I didn’t want.

I should point out something important, but 
not thoroughly tested. I discovered that none of my 
applications—including Adobe Photoshop CS4 and 
Nikon Capture NX 2—could open the NEF images Photo 
Recovery created. The AppleXsoft Web site notes that 
the ‘saving option’ is disabled in the evaluation version. 
I’m assuming that Photo Recovery may be deliberately 
mangling file data in the demo version, which is what I 
was using.
Cost: US$49.99; demo version (4.8 MB download)
System requirement: Mac OS X 10.3 or later.

Image Rescue 3
I remembered that a Lexar memory card I bought at one 
point included a free version of Lexar Image Rescue, but 
the software had long ago been sacrificed to the mound 
of clutter on my desk. Also, I think it was distributed on a 
mini CD, which can’t be used with any of my slot-loading 
Macs. But Image Rescue 3.0 came highly recommended 
from some of my contacts and I can see why.

Image Rescue 3 has the friendliest interface of 
the lot, with step-by-step sections that explain what 
is happening and what will happen next. Like Photo 
Recovery, Image Rescue can narrow the list of file types 
to search. This includes camera presets to search for 
compatible formats. It also allowed me to preview the 
images before copying them to my hard disk.
Cost: US$28.99 (Lexar does not offer a demo version. If 
you’ve purchased a Lexar card, look for a URL in the card’s 
documentation that points to a free download on the 
Lexar Web site.)

http://www.applexsoft.com/mac-photo-recovery-for-digital-media.html
http://store.lexar.com/?category=25&subcategory=46
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mini_CD
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Putting a Price on Memory
Each application I’ve mentioned also include features for 
erasing memory cards. This includes low-level formats 
that can help remove drive corruption issues. Image 
Rescue 3 can also test a card to help identify potential 
problems and it can burn images to a CD or DVD.

I’d like to think that I’ve learned my lesson and this 
will be the last time I use any of these utilities. That’s why 
I initially thought the programs were priced too high: 
why pay US$30 or US$50 for an application you’re going 
to use infrequently? But the answer lay in the form of the 
photos: fleeting moments that can’t be recaptured. And 
honestly, I can’t rule out future bone-headed memory 
card moments in the future.

Demos for most of these applications can be found on 
the System Maid Disc July Disc of the Month.  
See Page 50 on where purchase Discs of the Month.

BMUG manuals for Mac enthusiasts
Bellarine Mac User Group offers easy-to-read 
manuals focussed on real-world topics 
to help YOU become a real power user...

Unlike other bulky computer books, our coil-bound colour manuals, 
illustrated with helpful screenshots, are designed to sit beside you on 
the desk as you work through and master essential fields of Mac 
knowhow. Learn more about Safari; iMovie HD; Photoshop...

Click on this advert to go to the BMUG website. There you’ll see all 
the available titles, and you can make your choice and purchase them 
by PayPal. We will mail any 3 titles to Australian addresses for $AU20, 
or mail any 2 to an overseas address for $AU20.

A party with 
Magical Bill

A gift 
guaranteed 

to please!
www.kew.hotkey.net.au/~billo

http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/BMUG/manuals.html
http://www.kew.hotkey.net.au/~billo
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Reformatting shouldn’t pose any special challenge, 
should it? You start up Disk Utility, select the external 
disk, switch to the Erase panel, take a deep breath and 
click Erase, right? Wrong.

It happens that I’ve recently had to reformat several 
new external hard disks. These include the following: my 
own shirt-pocket-sized Maxtor Mini for taking my music 
collection on airplane trips; a Maxtor OneTouch that I 
made a friend buy when I discovered his wife’s episodes 
of The Prisoner had filled up her iMac’s internal disk; an 
AcomData to serve as my mother’s iMac’s Time Machine 
backup; and, most recently, a whopping 1 TB Fantom 
GreenDrive. In every case, I started by trying to use Disk 
Utility’s Erase panel. And in every case I encountered 
some sort of failure. For the Fantom drive there were 
even printed instructions saying to do this. Obviously, 
they were wrong. 

Since this experience has forced me to learn the ‘right’ 
way , I’m going to put this canard to rest once and for all. 
This is what you do:

Launch Disk Utility. 
Plug the new external drive into your computer, 

provide it with power as needed and switch it on.
When the new disk appears in Disk Utility, select 

its ‘top-level’ icon. (I stress this because the disk is 
represented by two icons: one for the physical disk and 
one for the single volume it contains.) 

Now switch to Partition (not Erase). On the Partition 
pane everything will appear to be greyed out as if you 
had encountered a brick wall. That’s because, before 

you can do anything, you have to change the partition 
arrangement, using the Volume Scheme pop-up menu. 
You have to do this even if you don’t actually want to 
change the number of partitions. 

The Volume Scheme pop-up menu starts out 
saying Current. Change that. The minimal change is to 
1 Partition. I’m not going to tell you that you need any 
more partitions than one or how big they should be. 
That’s up to you.

Now stop! I know you think the next thing to do is 
give the drive a name and assign it a format–probably 
Mac OS Extended (Journaled), the default– but don’t do 
it yet. 

See the Options button below the rectangular 
graphic depicting your partition scheme? Click it. This is 
the all-important step. From this one step stems all the 
trouble, success or failure that your reformatting of this 
new external hard disk could be met with.

Why? Because there are three possible ‘partition 
schemes’ and many disks come with Master Boot Record, 
which is absolutely wrong for a Mac. You must choose 
between GUID Partition Table and Apple Partition Map. 
The latter is the most universal for use with Macs. You 
can’t go wrong this way, unless you want to use it as a 
startup disk. If you do, then your choice here depends on 
what kind of Mac you want to start up from this disk.

Intel-based Macs prefer GUID Partition Table. They can 
boot from disks partitioned using Apple Partition Map, 
but won’t let you install Leopard to such disks directly. To 
be able to install Leopard, you must clone a copy from a 

GUID-partitioned disk to get this to work. You will also be 
prevented from installing firmware updates on your Mac 
while you’re booted from such a disk. 

On the other hand, PowerPC-based Macs can boot 
only from an Apple Partition Map disk (See Jonathan 
“Wolf” Rentzsch’s “Booting an Intel iMac from an External 
Drive”). Apple also cautions that the same distinction 
applies if the disk is to be used as a Time Machine backup, 
though I’m not entirely certain why.

So choose your partition scheme and click OK. Now 
enter a volume name and a format and click Apply. 
Presto! The disk is reformatted in the blink of an eye and 
is ready for use.

How to reformat a new external hard disk
Matt Neuburg <matt@tidbits.com>

1. Launch Disk Utility. 
2. Plug the new external drive into your computer 

and switch it on.
3. Select the new disk’s ‘top-level’ icon. 
4. Switch to Partition (not Erase).
5. Volume Scheme pop-up menu states Current. 

Change it. The minimal change is to one partition. 
6. Click on the Options button below the 

rectangular graphic depicting your partition 
scheme. <-- make sure you do this!

7. Choose between GUID Partition Table and Apple 
Partition Map. The latter is the most universal for 
use with Macs.

http://db.tidbits.com/article/8405
http://db.tidbits.com/article/8405
http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1550
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A few years ago, I finally gave in to peer pressure (namely 
from Adam Engst and Geoff Duncan) and bought a 
secondary display to attach to my laptop. Although I 
was skeptical, having drastically more screen space did 
make a big difference to my productivity. (See our series 
of articles about multiple monitors or , for a different 
perspective, see how Jeff Porten uses two laptops to 
accomplish the same thing in “Build Your Own 23-inch 
MacBook”)

When I’m working in my office I use a 20-inch Dell 
display as my main monitor and my MacBook Pro’s 15-
inch built-in screen as a secondary monitor. I typically 
put iChat, Twitter and Skype on the laptop’s screen 
along with Screen Sharing, Activity Monitor and other 
applications that I occasionally use. The Dell display 
handles applications I use more actively, like Web 
browsers, word processors and email.

Even so, I still end up with lots of window overlap. 
Wouldn’t it be great to add a third display to the mix and 
spread it out more? I already own another 20-inch Dell 
(formerly attached to an old Power Mac), but my main 
computer is a laptop with just one video-out port and 
not a tower that accommodates multiple graphics cards.

However, a pesky port shortage was no reason to 
give up. Village Tronic clearly buys into the advantages of 
using multiple monitors. The company’s US$499 ViDock 
Gfx is essentially an external PCI Express graphics card 
that connects to a MacBook Pro via an ExpressCard/34 
card. (I looked at the ViDock Gfx for Macworld as part of 
an overview of ExpressCard/34 devices.) While that’s a 

My Three Screens, via viBook
Jeff Carlson <jeffc@tidbits.com>

fine solution for owners of the supported generations 
of the MacBook Pro who don’t mind a loud fan attached 
to their Macs, it doesn’t help if you’re the owner of a 
MacBook, MacBook Air, iMac or Mac mini.

Instead, I’ve been testing Village Tronic’s ViBook, a 
small US$129 device with a DVI port on one end that 
plugs into the computer via USB. It supports up to 1680 
by 1050 pixel resolution widescreen, or 1600 by 1200 
resolution for a conventional display at the 4:3 aspect 
ratio. You can connect up to four external displays using 
one ViBook for each monitor (and a USB hub, depending 
on the number of open USB ports on your Mac); under 
Windows, you can connect up to six ViBooks and 
monitors.

The ViBook includes a DVI-to-VGA cable if you want to 
connect a VGA display, a DVI adapter for connecting via 
DVI and a mounting bracket for optionally attaching the 
ViBook to the back of a monitor.

After I installed the included video driver, the ViBook 
was ready to go. (The ViBook driver software requires Mac 
OS X 10.4.11 or Mac OS X 10.5.5 or higher running on an 
Intel-based Mac.)

Plugging the USB cable into my MacBook Pro made 
Mac OS X see the new monitor and let me begin using it; 
I didn’t even need to restart the computer. The most work 
on my part was going into the Displays preference pane 
and configuring the arrangement of my three screens. 
I had nearly 2 million more pixels at my disposal in no 
time.

Stutters and Limitations
Whether those pixels are actually helpful depends on 
how you use them.The Read Me file included with the 
driver software—version 1.1, the most recent available at 
the time of this writing—notes two significant issues:

 • No 3D (OpenGL/Quartz) acceleration, which means 
you’ll run into problems if you try to do something 
that relies on graphics hardware, such as playing an 
iPhoto slideshow or a Keynote presentation. This 
limitation didn’t prevent me from running iPhoto 
on that monitor, but starting a slideshow made the 
monitor unresponsive. I also discovered that iMovie 
‘08 and iMovie ‘09, which rely heavily on graphics 
hardware, refused to launch at all, even if I didn’t plan 
on using the application on the ViBook-connected 
display.

 • A ViBook-enabled display can’t be color-managed 
or calibrated. This rules out extra screens for use as 
a photo or video monitor or for doing serious work 

Village Tronic’s ViBook with a DVI port on one end that plugs 
into the computer via USB.

http://db.tidbits.com/series/1033
http://db.tidbits.com/series/1033
http://db.tidbits.com/article/8849
http://db.tidbits.com/article/8849
http://www.villagetronic.com/
http://www.villagetronic.com/vidock/
http://www.villagetronic.com/vidock/
http://www.macworld.com/article/134707/2008/08/expresscard34.html
http://www.vibook.it/eng/
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in an image editor such as Photoshop. The ViBook 
doesn’t distort colors, but if you’ve already adjusted 
your other monitors, the colors likely won’t match 
among the displays.

As a result of these limitations, you need to remember 
which applications can and can’t be used with the ViBook 
screen.

The Read Me file also includes a list of nearly two doz-
en known issues, many of which boil down to problems 
running the ViBook display as the Mac’s main display.

I applaud Village Tronic for including this level of 
detail in its release notes, but I don’t like that the two 
main issues—3D acceleration and color calibration—are 
listed only in the Read Me file distributed with the driver 
software. A disclosure, perhaps on the Tech Specs page 
of the ViBook Web site, should make it clear the software 
is limited in certain ways. Otherwise you must either buy 
the product and install the software or download the 
software before purchase and review the release notes 
there, which is unlikely to happen.

Ignoring these issues for a moment, a ViBook-enabled 
display suffers from reduced drawing performance 

overall. When moving a Finder window, for example, 
the motion stutters as the ViBook redraws the screen. 
This gives the impression that it’s operating at a reduced 
frame rate. Playing videos in QuickTime and iTunes 
similarly lag—the audio and video drift out of sync after 
about 30 seconds or so. This rules out using a ViBook 
display as a dedicated screen for watching movies or TV 
shows. I also can’t imagine it would work at all for fast-
action gaming.

The ViBook Upside
Despite the shortcomings, I think the ViBook has a lot 
to offer. I mentioned earlier that its usefulness depends 
on how you want to use your extra display(s). If you just 
want to stretch out and view more data, the ViBook works 
quite well. For example, while doing some Web design 
work, it was great to preview site iterations (ignoring the 
colors) and experiment with style sheets in CSSEdit on 
the ViBook display while I used BBEdit for coding and 
Photoshop CS4 for images on my primary display.

I also used the extra screen to monitor remote 
computers using Screen Sharing and to push iTunes off 

my main display. It was also useful for keeping several 
OmniOutliner documents open to refer to notes without 
having to sort through layers of document windows.

I can imagine people who need quick access to broad 
sets of information, such as real-time stock market data, 
would benefit from chaining several monitors to one 
machine. I was able to test just one extra monitor on 
my setup (having only one ViBook at my disposal) and 
it was like stepping out of a crowded room to an empty 
courtyard. After years of working with layers of hidden 
windows, the ability to spread them out is refreshing.

Is using the ViBook the same as connecting a second 
or third monitor to a hardware graphics card in a Mac 
Pro? No. And early this year, Adam actually bought a 
Mac Pro expressly so he could run a pair of matched 
24-inch monitors at 1900 by 1200 resolution (larger 
than the ViBook supports) without worrying about 
Quartz-accelerated applications, slow redraws, or color 
weirdness. But depending on what you’re expecting out 
of it, the ViBook can provide more room to work with 
programs that don’t need the level of performance you’d 
get (and have to pay for) with a Mac Pro.
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A s many of you will know, the 
iPhone 3G has built-in GPS. What 
you may not know is that this is 

actually known as Assisted GPS, which 
means apart from using GPS satellite data, 

it also uses data from Mobile Cell Towers 
and WiFi access points.

Also, the iPod touch has the Maps 
function. While it cannot use the data from the 

satellites or mobile cell Towers, it can still gather 
its location from WiFi access points.

Skyhook Wireless is one of the world’s most 
detailed databases of coordinates for Mobile Cell 

Towers and WiFi Access Points. While this service is 
quite detailed in the US and parts of Europe, it is still 

growing in Australia and YOU can help expand the 
database.

 - Skyhook Wireless

WiFi Positioning
Nicholas Pyers
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Submitting a WiFi Node
You don’t actually have to own the node yourself—you 
just need to be able to see it and identify the MAC 
address.

If you own or have physical access to the node, you 
can simply look at the Wireless Access Point itself and the 
MAC address is often printed on the back or base of the 
unit. Otherwise, you should be able to find it by logging 
into the Wireless Access Point and check the information.

If you don’t have physical access to the Wireless 
Access Point but can see the SSID (it appears in the 
Airport Menu), you can still find the MAC address 
by downloading either NetStumbler for Windows or 
iStumbler for Mac OS X, which will show you the MAC 
address. In this case, MAC stands for Media Access 
Control, not Macintosh, a unique identifier for network 
ports and is a series of 8 pairs of “hex” numbers that looks 
something like “1A-2B-3C-4D-5E-6F”.
http://www.netstumbler.com 
http://www.istumbler.net

The following is a screenshot of iStumbler.

Once you have found the MAC address, go to the 
Skyhook Wireless Submit page.
http://www.skyhookwireless.com/
howitworks/submit_ap.php

Enter the address of the Wireless Access Node into 
the text box above the Google Map (it helps to enter 
Australia as part of the address] and click ‘Map It’.

Now you should see a Google Map of your area.

Next, switch across to the Satellite View.

Now, zoom in using the + button and use the mouse 
to move the Pin to the most accurate location where the 
Wireless Access Point is found within the building.
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In the sample pictures, I have used the Brighton 
Library as an example and I know that the Wireless Access 
Point is in the middle of the building (you can see it 
directly above the Catalogue computers from inside), so I 
have placed the Pin in the centre of the building.

If your Wireless Access Point is in the front study, then 
try and place the Pin over that room. Likewise, if it is at 
the back room of the building, then place the Pin there.

The more accurately you place the Pin, the more 
accurate the “positioning” details will be.

If you happen to have a GPS unit and can get signal 
right where your Wireless Access Point is, consider using 
that to get the exact coordinates.

Once you have placed the Pin in the most accurate 
position possible you’ll see the Latitude and Longitude 
coordinates just under the Map.

Now enter the MAC Address of the Wireless Access 
Point and your email address.

It doesn’t matter if you own the Wireless Access 
Point, the email address is just used to confirm that a real 
person entered the data. You will receive a confirmation 
email stating that Skyhook Wireless has received the data.

Also, enter the two work anti-spam codes—this 
changes for each submission.

Finally, click Submit. If all went well, you will return to 
the submission screen displaying a message saying, “Your 
AP has successfully been submitted for processing. You 
should receive a confirmation email.”

In the next few days, the Wireless Access Point will be 
added to the database and devices such as the iPhone 
and iPod Touch that are in the area will be able to help 
determine their location by using this data.

It costs nothing to submit the coordinates 

of your Wireless Access Point and you are 

simply doing the community a service. 

Please add your details and encourage your 

friends, family and colleagues to submit 

theirs as well. Remember, the more nodes 

the service has listed the more accurate and 

detailed your location will be.
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a pp4mac’s CheckUp 2.5 for Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard is 
a new update to the innovative tool that allows you 
to check the health and monitor the behaviour of a 

Mac computer (even from a remote computer). Built from 
the ground up with Mac OS X technologies, CheckUp 
features an amazing user interface. CheckUp works with 
any Mac with a PowerPC G4, G5 or Intel Processor. With 
its use of the latest Mac OS X technologies, breakthrough 
ease-of-use and innovation, all Mac users will find 
CheckUp very useful, even fun. It’s the dashboard of your 
Mac!

CheckUp is designed to check your disks and memory 
and also to monitor the usage of CPU, Memory, Disk 
Drives and Network Adapters in a very visual way. 
By adding rules that will be triggered when certain 
conditions are met for a specified resource on the 
computer, you can receive visual notifications. For 
example, CheckUp can alert you when a hard drive seems 
to have hardware failures, even when the application 
is not opened (thanks to an innovative background 
process).

CheckUp 2.5
for Mac OS X 10.5

http://www.app4mac.com/checkup.html
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Testing Memory and Disks
CheckUp allows you to check your memory to detect bad 
components. Defective RAM is often responsible for the 
instability of your system. CheckUp also uses S.M.A.R.T. 
technology, which is a monitoring system for computer 
hard drives. In the hopes of anticipating failures, CheckUp 
detects and reports various indicators of reliability.

Monitoring System Capabilities
CheckUp allows you to discover your computer’s 
capabilities in a very visual way. It also helps you to learn 
about supported operating systems. You can check if 
your Mac is able to run Windows XP, Windows Vista, Linux, 
etc. You can find out how many Applications, Fonts, 
Drivers or Extensions are installed on your computer, as 
well as lots of other useful information.

Monitoring Processors
System load shows you your processor usage in per 
cents, as well as the total number of running processes 
and threads and the available memory. It helps you 
understand how to improve the performance of your 
computer.

Monitoring Used Bandwidth
Some causes of high network activity are linked to peer-
to-peer connections, file copying or large print jobs. 
Use CheckUp to create a log and calculate the network 
utilisation. CheckUp can display the bandwidth data in a 
real-time graph. It records all network traffic and the total 
amount of data transferred on your network.

Monitoring Processes
The processes manager helps you get to know all 
about running programs and managing them. You can 
terminate a process or temporarily stop it. This tool can 
give you additional information about selected process: 
memory used, processor power used, etc.

Multiple screens support
If you have two or more screens, you can decide on which 
screen to display the information.

Advanced Remote Monitoring
With CheckUp, you can monitor CPU, memory, disks and 
the processes of one or more remote computers through 
a simple TCP/IP network connection. This can be helpful if 
you want to monitor the activity of your servers

What’s new with version 2.5 ?
 • Updated user interface
 • Compatible with recent Macs
 • Improved System view
 • Option to export graph data
 • Option to choose the default app for any type of 

document
 • Option to choose any folder for duplicates checking 

function
 • Uninstaller now integrated
 • Ready for Snow Leopard

Pricing and System Requirements
This new version is free for all owners of a user licence. 
CheckUp costs only EUR29 with free upgrades/updates 
for your entire life. CheckUp 2.5 requires Mac OS X 10.5 
Leopard.
http://www.app4mac.com/checkup.html

Test memory Test disks Monitor system capabilities Monitor processors Monitor processes Monitor bandwidth

http://www.app4mac.com/checkup.html
http://www.app4mac.com/checkup.html
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L ike many Mac users who produce presentations, I 
fell in love with Keynote from day one. Well, almost. I 
have to admit to being a born cynic. Keynote allows 

you to create sleek, highly polished presentations that 
have a filmic quality using the program’s elegant and 
simple-to-use interface.

Waiting for me to bag out Powerpoint, aren’t you? 
Not today. I was a Windows user for more than a decade 
before my conversion. I produced many high-quality 
presentations with Powerpoint and as I was brought up 
to believe that it’s a poor tradesperson who blames his 
tools, I’ll give fare dues to PPT. Microsoft’s presentation 

CreAting outlines
•	 for Keynote in 

•	 Pages and TextEdit
•	 by Peter Stagg

software has been around longer than Apple’s and it 
bristles, in a dull, chrome-plated plastic kind of way, 
with features that are in some cases sadly, and in others 
thankfully, absent from Keynote. One of the features I’ve 
missed, which was an integral part of my presentation 
creation workflow, is the ability to create a presentation 
outline in a word processor application and import it into 
Powerpoint.

Being able to create outlines away from the 
presentation tool allows you to focus on dialogue: a bit 
like writing a screenplay. It’s also a great way to cheat if 
you’re running late with your presentation or working 

from someone else’s document because you can mark 
up an existing document and then quickly produce a 
presentation from it.

Thankfully, it is possible to do this in Keynote, but it’s 
not very apparent how. I’m not sure how long this feature 
has existed, but some blog posts suggest it was only 
introduced in the latest version (Keynote ‘09 - Version 
5) but given the secluded nature of this feature, it may 
have been around longer. Anyway, here’s how to create 
outlines for Keynote in Pages and, believe it or not, 
TextEdit.
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Let’s look at the quick-and-dirty way to do this with Pages 
first. Open Pages and select the Harvard Outline template 
from the template chooser. Some blog posts suggest you 
can use any of the outline templates but I’ve done some 
experiments and found that the only one that works (tell 
you why later) is the Harvard one. If you just want to see 
how this works for now, don’t bother changing the text. 
Otherwise, replace the text in the template with the text 
of your presentation. Keep in mind how the structure 
of the outline will render in Keynote. First- or root-level 
headings become page titles, second-level headings 
become first-level bulleted lists, third-level headings 
become second-level sub-lists and so on. The Harvard 
Outline template has nine heading levels but using any 
more than three is impractical. Ignore the numbering 
of the lists in the outline—they will not appear in the 
presentation. Select all the text in your pages document 
and copy it.

 • File > New from Template Chooser (Figure 1).

Open Keynote and select a template, but don’t paste 
anything yet. Open the outline view (View > Outline) 
and select the slide icon next to the number 1 which 
represents the first page of the presentation. Wait for it 
and get your thumb off the command key. Go to the edit 
menu and select Paste and Match Style. That’s all there is 
to it.

 • File > New from Theme Chooser.¦
 • Select a theme
 • View > Outline
 • Select the slide icon next to the number 1 (Figure 2)
 • Edit > Paste and Match Style (Figure 3)

You might be wondering why it doesn’t work with the 
other outline templates. In the Harvard Outline template, 
each heading level has a corresponding indent level. If 
you open the Text inspector and select the list tab, you 
can see the indent level for each heading level as you 
select them. This stays consistent when you edit content 
in this template. You can select list items and hit tab to 

increase the indentation or shift+tab 
to decrease it and the indent level will 
follow suit. This, however, is not the 
case in the other outline templates. 
Indentation of the content increases and 
decreases but the indent level doesn’t.

Once we appreciate that the indent 
level is the prompt for Keynote to create 
a new slide or bulleted list, we can use 
this to mark up our own documents 
for use as a presentation outline or to 
create our own presentation outline 
template. I’ve created a very simple one 
for you to try. The sheer simplicity of the 

Figure 1. Select the Harvard Outline Template.

Figure 2.  Select the slide icon next to the number 1 in the Keynote 
outline view

Figure 3. The imported outline as it apperas in Keynote
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Note: You can make multiple selections by holding down 
the command key whilst selecting with the mouse.

Select the sub-bullet list items and indent them one 
more time (Figure 6).

Select all the text and follow the steps above to create 
a new Keynote presentation then paste the text into its 
outline (Figure 7).
*  This is usually the default for TextEdit, much to my annoyance. Many 

Mac users assume that it’s a plain text editor because of its name 
when it is both a basic rich-text editor (RTF - rich text format) and a 
plain-text editor and it creates rich text by default.

Credits
This article was orginally published at peterstagg.com. 
Peter is currently the Faculty Webmaster for Arts 
Information Technology at Monash University as well as a 
University AUC Representative.

indent level being the key to this, and my experience 
with Powerpoint which uses a similar technique and can 
import a range of document types as outlines, got me 
thinking that we might be able to use other applications 
to create outlines. A few experiments later, it became 
obvious that it is possible to create outlines simply and 
quickly in TextEdit. 

To do so, create a new RTF document in TextEdit.* You 
know you’re editing rich text in TextEdit when you see the 
styles, alignment, etc. controls in the button bar.

Type out some slide titles and bullet points on a single 
line each, like the example below (Figure 4).
Format all the bullet point and sub-bullet point text into 
bulleted lists by selecting one of the list styles from the 
lists drop-down (Figure 5). Indent all the list items one 
level deep by selecting them and hitting the tab key once.

Figure 4. Unformattted outline in TextEdit Figure 5. The TextEdit outline as a list Figure 6. Finished outline in TextEdit

Figure 7. The outline from TextEdit as it appears in Keynote

http://www.peterstagg.com/2009/06/22/creating-outlines-for-keynote-in-pages-and-textedit
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Where is e-tax for the Mac?
Trevor Drover, Secretary of the ACT Apple Users Group.

E -tax is a free downloadable software package 
developed by the Australian Taxation Office for 
filing your tax return online. Filing your return 

through e-tax ensures that most refunds are issued 
within 14 days. Unfortunately, e-tax is only available 
for Windows. For a number of years the ATO has been 
promising to develop versions for other operating 
systems but have failed to deliver. But as a substitute 
for us Mac uses, the ATO informs us that ‘e-tax has been 
tested successfully on an Apple computer running 
OS X v10.4.3 with Virtual PC software emulating a 
recommended Windows operating system.’ In other 
words, to use e-tax on your Mac, you’ll have to purchase 
a copy of Windows and track down a version of now-
discontinued Microsoft Virtual PC.

This shows how Windows-centric and out of touch 
the ATO is. Had the ATO developed a cross-platform 
version of e-tax from the start, it would be running on 
any operating system.

If we would ever like to run e-tax natively on Mac OS 
X, we must start complaining about this discrimination 
against Mac users to anyone at the ATO who can 
influence the software’s development. It’s no use sitting 
back and saying ‘somebody should do something’ 
because that somebody is you

The Commissioner, Michael D’Ascenzo, takes the 
ATO’s Taxpayer’s Charter seriously. Under this charter, the 
ATO undertakes ‘to make it as easy as possible for you to 
comply with your tax obligations [by working] with the 
community to develop services, publications and other 
information that meet community needs.’ E-tax was used 
by 2.2 million taxpayers in 2008 and it is a good product. 
Mac users deserve a fair go. 

I encourage everybody to send a letter or email to the 
contacts below. The official address for complaints is:

Complaints
Australian Taxation Office
Locked Bag 40
Dandenong Victoria 3175

You may also like to include the email to a number of the 
ATO Executives:

 • Michael.D’Ascenzo@ato.gov.au
 • Jennie.Granger@ato.gov.au
 • David.Butler@ato.gov.au
 • Bill.Gibson@ato.gov.au
 • Bruce.Quigley@ato.gov.au
 • Greg.Burgoyne@ato.gov.au
 • Raelene.Vivian@ato.gov.au
 • David.Diment@ato.gov.au

You can read the profiles of ATO Executive on their 
website. There are a number of organisations that can put 
pressure on the ATO as well:

 • The Board of Taxation - taxboard@treasury.gov.au
 • The Commonwealth Ombudsman  

ombudsman@ombudsman.gov.au
 • The Inspector-General of Taxation 

enquiries@igt.gov.au
Your elected representative may also like to get a 
message from you. A list of Federal Members is available 
and if you need to find out your federal electorate. 

While you are at it, drop a copy of your complaint to 
the Treasurer, The Hon Wayne Swan MP and the Assistant 
Treasurer, The Hon Nick Sherry MP. You can also write to 
your local newspaper. So get writing.

mailto:Michael.D%E2%80%99Ascenzo%40ato.gov.au?subject=
http://www.ato.gov.au/corporate/content.asp?doc=/content/18206.htm
http://www.aph.gov.au/house/members/index.htm
http://apps.aec.gov.au/esearch/
http://www.treasury.gov.au/ministerial.asp
http://www.treasury.gov.au/ministerial.asp
http://www.treasury.gov.au/ministerial.asp
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Free Apps for the Mac

Image Tricks
Type: Photo editing
Company: Belight Software
http://www.belightsoft.com

Image Tricks is a freeware application 
for editing your photos and images. It 
uses Mac OS X Core Image filters. These 
filters allow you to transform your photos 
and apply advanced visual effects. This 
program also contains a powerful image 
generator for creating backgrounds and 
abstract images for business cards and 
web and print design.

It has an easy to use and friendly 
interface with about 30 unique masks 
that can be applied to an image. It is 
able to import over 20 image formats 
and export files to TIFF, JPEG, PDF, PNG 
and GIF. It integrates with iPhoto and 
runs natively on PowerPC and Intel Macs. 
Image Tricks requires Mac OS 10.4 or later.
Quicktime tutorial for Image Tricks

Butler 
Type: Utility 
Company: ManyTricks Software
http://www.manytricks.com/butler/

Butler’s makes it easy for you to perform 
different recurring tasks. In its fully 
customizable configuration you can 
assign one or more tasks to a trigger and 
order them.

Butler is like a Swiss Army Knife: it 
seems to have a tool for everything. 
Butler adds lots of functionality to your 
desktop: a file and application launcher, 
bookmark manager, Web-search utility 
and clipboard enhancer. It also adds 
several items to the menu bar, including 
an Internet search field, a shortcut to 
your computer’s file system and a bar 
that manages bookmarks from every 
browser you use. We like the configurable 
keyboard shortcuts, which allows you 
to open files and Web sites in a snap. 
Without a doubt, Butler is the most 
comprehensive launcher and desktop 
helper we’ve seen. Although the a price 
you pay for that power is a somewhat 
steep learning curve.

Click to Flash
Type: Browser Plugin
Company: Rentzsch
http://github.com/rentzsch/clicktoflash 

Almost every Web page you load 
contains some form of Flash media, 
mostly advertisements. Pages containing 
Flash content load slower than those 
without. Click to Flash is a Safari plug-
in that prevents any flash item from 
loading, thereby speeding up your web 
experience. Instead, a grey backdrop 
loads where the flash movie was set to 
play. And if you want or need to load it, all 
you have to do is click on the backdrop.
It is simple to install and uninstalland 
saves time and CPU usage.

Requires Mac OS 10.5 (Leopard) 

omniDazzle
Type: Presentations
Company: The Omni Group
http://www.omnigroup.com

OmniDazzle is a set of fun and useful 
desktop enhancements that help you 
highlight certain areas of your screen, 
create visual effects and track the 
location of your mouse pointer.

OmniDazzle is designed to be 
playful and practical. For example, you 
can turn your mouse movement into 
an area of focus that trails pixie dust,  
waves, a bullseye and more across your 
desktop. You can configure it to suit 
your preferences: change colors, make 
objects bigger or smaller, change the 
way you activate the OmniDazzle plug-
in. OmniDazzle’s collection of tools will 
brighten the dreariest of work days.

Free Apps for the Mac
Paul Sutcliffe

http://www.belightsoft.com/products/imagetricks/overview.php
http://www.belightsoft.com/products/imagetricks/movies.php
http://www.manytricks.com/butler/
http://github.com/rentzsch/clicktoflash
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnidazzle/
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TheMacBundles

No Hype, No Games, No Middlemen... Just GREAT 
Software at a GREAT Price™

Buying Software at a great price is a great deal, right? 
Well, maybe not—let me explain.

All bundles are not created equal. With some bundles, 
the included software may come with fine print such as a 
restrictive licence, limited availability of free support, no 
reduced pricing on product upgrades, etc.

And some bundles include “lite” versions of titles, 
or discontinued or out-of-date software versions. Also, 
sometimes some titles in a bundle may only become 

available if a certain sales volume has been reached or 
some other special criteria has been met.

Then there is the issue of fairness: often bundlers of 
software pay the developers of the programs that they 
sell very little of the proceeds generated from sales of the 
bundle. Even if a bundle is a good deal for the user, it is 
often a very poor deal for the creator of the software.

TheMacBundles.com was created to provide 
consumers with a reliable and straightforward way of 
getting the highest quality software at the best price 
without any of the above “gotchas”! Furthermore, 
TheMacBundles.com returns virtually all of the profits 
back to the developers of the titles that are contained 
in its bundles—this both treats developers equitably 
and encourages them to continue development of their 
software.

Please read the mission statement for 
TheMacBundles.com which is included in this newsletter 
for additional details about the new and unique business 
model that has been created by TheMacBundles.com.

With TheMacBundles.com, buying software at a 
great price is a win-win situation both for users and for 
developers: users get great software at a great price with 
no strings attached and developers receive an equitable 
distribution of the revenue generated by the sale of their 
software.

TheMacBundles mission statement
I’ve been developing shareware and freeware since 
1996. During this time I’ve witnessed many changes in 
the way software has been marketed, but one thing has 
remained constant: small developers of shareware and 
commercial software rarely get significant access to the 
retail channel. And when they do have an opportunity 
to get widespread exposure for their software, often it’s 
at the cost of receiving only a miniscule percentage from 
the proceeds generated from the sale of their programs.

You may ask yourself, “Why should I care about this?” 
Actually, there are several reasons why this should be of 
concern to you:

 • There’s less opportunity to see excellent software that 
can enhance the use of your computer both for work 
and for pleasure.

 • Reduced competition often results in higher retail 
prices when purchasing software.

 • Frequently, the most creative and useful software 
comes from small independent developers, and their 
inability to earn a reasonable income from their work 
discourages both continuing development of existing 
software and the creation of innovative new software.

 • Most people are fair minded, and they want the 
creators of the things they buy to receive a reasonable 
payment for their work.

TheMacBundles Fills a Need
Stephen Becker
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TheMacBundles

During the past several years, some businesses have 
been successful in marketing bundled software online. 
Sometimes these bundles contain some very good 
programs and sometimes the bundles contain a lot of 
“filler” software to hype the promotion of the bundle. But 
one thing most of these bundles have in common is that 
the developers of the software receive only a small—
often a very small—percentage of the sales proceeds 
generated by the bundle, while most of the revenue is 
kept by the marketing companies/the middlemen.

TheMacBundles.com is built upon a very different 
business model and philosophy:

 • All of the software titles in each bundle are of 
outstanding quality and often are recognized as best-
of-class programs—there are no “filler” titles in the 
bundles.

 • Only developers that have demonstrated a 
commitment to providing outstanding customer 
service and technical support are invited to 
participate in a bundle.

 • Except for very small order processing and 
administrative costs, all of the proceeds from sales of 
a bundle go to the developers of the software—no 
middlemen are involved.

 • The savings realised by the innovative business 
model used by TheMacBundles.com is shared with its 
customers, so buyers of a bundle on TheMacBundles.
com get the best software at the best prices.

 • All of the programs included in a bundle are the latest 
versions of the software.

 • All users who buy a bundle are entitled to the same 
level of support and the same reduced price for 
upgrades that apply to users who paid the full retail 
price for the software.

Because part of the goal of TheMacBundles.com is to 
provide an opportunity to introduce high quality but 
lesser-known titles to a large audience, each bundle will 
be available for only a short period of time—generally 
only two or three weeks—and the same programs 
usually will not be offered more than once a year. 
Additionally, new bundles will normally be offered on a 
monthly basis. This provides the opportunity for more 
developers to participate in the bundles and for users to 
get access to a greater variety of software at great prices.

TheMacBundles.com creates a win-win situation: 
consumers get the best software at the best prices 
and developers receive an equitable distribution 
of the proceeds from the sale of their software. 
This arrangement encourages and supports the 
development of more great software.

Just as TheMacBundles.com works to provide you with 
the best software at the best prices, our goal also is to 
provide you with an enjoyable shopping experience 
and great customer service. Thank you for visiting 
TheMacBundles.com, and I hope that you will come back 
to visit us again often.

http://www.TheMacBundles.com
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User Group Discount Corner

iStudio Publisher: Save US$55
Introducing 
iStudio Publisher, 
the exciting new 
page layout 
program for 

home, small business and educational 
users. Powerful and intuitive, it lets you 
do everything from producing a flyer to 
designing a newsletteR—from creating a 
brochure to publishing a magazine. 
iStudio Publisher gives you all the tools 
you need within easy reach to design 
great-looking documents.

This User Group special offer price is 
US$44.99 compared to the regular price 
of US$99.99.
Coupon: MACWORLD
Expires: 31 August 2009
http://www.istudiopublisher.com
>> Purchase 

Stellar Data Recovery: Free 
Diagnosis and 20% Discount

Stellar, a market 
leader in 
providing data 
recovery services, 
specialises in 
salvaging lost 
data with over 

1,000,000 customers in 137 countries.
Equipped with trained and specialized 

data recovery professionals and an 
excellent Class 100 clean room facility, 
Stellar can recover data from almost all 
operating systems and storage media.

Stellar announces FREE DIAGNOSIS 
and 20% off on laptop and desktop data 
recovery.
Discount Coupon: SDRIDISC2K9
Expires: 31 August 2009
http://www.datarecoveryservices.biz
Request a free quote

Buy The Missing Sync, Get Fliq 
for Mac Free

The Missing Sync 
for iPhone lets 
you sync notes, 
tasks, documents 
and files between 
your iPhone and 
Mac, and archive 

notes, text messages and call logs to your 
Mac. Fliq for Mac is a powerful way for 
Mac users to send and receive photos, 
contacts, notes, tasks and documents 
with others over a network, and 
exchange notes and memos.

Regularly priced at US$59.95, User 
Group members qualify for a reduced 
price of US$39.95 during this offer.
Discount Coupon: MUG0509
Expires: 30 September 2009
http://www.markspace.com/iphone
>> Purchase

User Group Discount Corner
These User Group discounts are brought to you by the Apple User Group Advisory Board (special thanks to board member Tom Piper). You must be a current Apple User Group member 
to qualify for these savings. Not a member? Join an Apple User Group today to take advantage of these special offers.

MacScan Protection: 20% Off
MacScan from 
SecureMac 
quickly detects, 
isolates and 
removes spyware 
from Macintosh 
computers using 
both real-time 

spyware definition updating and unique 
detection methods. It also includes 
Internet clutter cleanup and blacklisted 
cookie detection and removal. Since 
1999, SecureMac.com has been at the 
forefront of Macintosh system security. 
The site also operates as a clearinghouse 
for news, reviews and discussion of Apple 
computer security issues.

Regularly available for US$29.99, this 
special Apple User Group discount is 20% 
off. Try before you buy with free trial.
Coupon Code: MUGMACSCAN
Expires: 31 October 2009
http://macscan.securemac.com
>>Purchase

http://www.istudiopublisher.com
http://www.istudiopublisher.com/
http://www.istudiopublisher.com/index.php/store/
http://www.datarecoveryservices.biz
http://www.datarecoveryservices.biz
http://www.datarecoveryservices.biz/quote-request.php
http://www.markspace.com/iphone
http://www.markspace.com/iphone
http://tinyurl.com/UGPromo
http://macscan.securemac.com
http://macscan.securemac.com/
http://macscan.securemac.com
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User Group Discount Corner

Voila Software: 38%Discount

Voila is a professional creativity tool for 
Mac OS X Leopard that lets you capture 
your screen, annotate, organize and 
share. Voila lets you capture any shape, 
multiple regions at the same time, menu, 
webpage or DOM elements, and even 
from iSight. Pick and add annotations, 
add effects and share instantly via Mail, 
Flickr, FTP or iPhoto.

Regularly priced at US$39.95, Voila is 
offered to Apple User Group members for 
only US$24.95, which is 38% off! A full-
featured trial version can be downloaded 
for a 30-day evaluation.
Discount Coupon: APPLEMUG
Expires: 31 December 2009
http://www.globaldelight.com
>>Purchase

O’Reilly: New Discounts for User 
Group Members

O’Reilly Publishing is offering new and 
better discounts for groups.

User Group members can get a 
discount of 35% off all books and PDFs 
from O’Reilly, No Starch, Paraglyph, 
PC Publishing, Pragmatic Bookshelf, 
SitePoint or Syngress books that are 
purchased directly from O’Reilly by 
phone or online.
Coupon: DSUG
Expires: Ongoing
http://www.oreilly.com
>>Purchase

Join the Peachpit Club

You can save 25% on all Peachpit books 
by becoming a Peachpit Club Member. 
Membership is free and easy. All you 
have to do is answer a few questions 
in Peachpit’s online survey, which you 
can access from any book page. After 
you fill out the survey, you’ll save 25% 
on top of the User Group savings you 
receive by entering the coupon code at 
checkout. (You cannot use this discount 
in conjunction with any other coupon 
codes.)
Coupon: UE-23AA-PEUF (case-sensitive)
Expires: Ongoing
http://www.peachpit.com
>>Purchase

Credits
Be sure to subscribe to the Apple User 
Group Market Report podcast. The AUG 
Market Report and Resource blog are 
great sources for information about 
Apple user groups, vendor discounts, 
special events, interesting reviews, 
stimulating training and more.
Apple User Group Market Report 
podcast: http://homepage.mac.com/
ugab/resources.html
For public information about vendor 
offers and more visit: http://homepage.
mac.com/ugab/offers.html

Does your company want to promote 
an offer, direct to over 5,000 Apple 
Enthuisats? Use our contact form and 
select ‘Vendor Offers’ to tell us about 
your offer!

User Group Discount Corner

http://www.globaldelight.com
http://http://www.globaldelight.com/
http://www.globaldelight.com/store
http://www.oreilly.com
http://www.oreilly.com/
http://www.oreilly.com/store/
http://www.peachpit.com
http://www.peachpit.com
http://www.peachpit.com
http://homepage.mac.com/ugab/resources.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ugab/resources.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ugab/offers.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ugab/offers.html
http://www.appleusers.org/about/


Buy & Sell
GarageBuy
Helps you find and purchase items 
on eBay. You can save your eBay 
searches, track your watched 
auctions and lets you bid on 
auctions without hassle.

GarageSale
Create outstanding eBay auctions! 
GarageSale is a slick, full-featured 
client application for the eBay 
online auction system.

GarageSale Basic
All the essential features for listing 
on eBay you dream about!

iSale
eBay certified auctioning solution 
that offers a huge variety of 
integrated template layouts and the 
possibility to create and edit own 
templates with the Layout Editor. 
Established eBay features like item 
specifics, eBay-style preview, 
category listing, eBay store, auction 
status and after-sales management 
is included.

Chat or Call
Adium
Connects you to any number of 
messaging accounts on any 
combination of supported 
messaging services and then chat 
with other people using those 
services including AOL Instant 
Messenger, ICQ and DotMac, 
MobileMe; MSN Messenger; 
Jabber, including Google Talk and 
LiveJournal; Yahoo! Messenger, 
including Yahoo! Japan; Bonjour, 
compatible with iChat; MySpace 
IM; Facebook Chat; Lotus 
Sametime; Novell Groupwise; QQ 
and Gadu-Gadu.

AIM
Instant Messaging client using AOL 
(compatible with iChat). Express 
yourself with your own icon and 
background -- even custom AIM 
sounds. Transfer files quickly and 
reliably so you can share your 
pictures and more.

EventBox
All your Social Networking services 
in one place, integrated. Works 
with Twitter; Facebook; Goggle 
Reader; Flickr; Digg; Identi.ca; 
Reddit and RSS.

iSoftPhone
Easy to use Internet phone using 
VoiP to provide crystal clear voice 
quality in an attractively sleek 
interface. The quick one-step 
configuration will allow you to get 
talking to other iSoftPhone users in 
seconds.

Messenger
For Mac users who have a 
Windows Live account, 
communicate or collaborate on the 
fly with family, friends, or co-
workers—down the hall or around 
the world.

MySpace Chat for Mac
Powerful and convenient MySpace 
client that supports multiple chats 
in one window, smiles support, 
manage contacts, no annoying ads.

Mumble
Low-latency, high quality voice 
chat software primarily intended 
for use while gaming.

net4mac
Social Networking built exclusively 
for Mac users. It allows you to; 
Create your profile including the 
type of Macs that you own; Add 
friends to your profile and manage 
them; Contact members, send 
invitations to join the service; 
Create your own groups of interest 
and invite friends to join them; 
Browse and join groups you find 
interesting, share discussions; 
Search members matching your 
criteria;  Discover people around 
you (other Mac users in your 
neighborhood).

SightSpeed
Cross platform video, voice and 
text chat application.

Listing Continues…

Internet Alternatives

$10

Long before the World Wide Web existed, the Internet had 

many uses and even today there are many services you can 

use without ever opening a web browser.

Here is a collection of sixty applications that allow you to 

download files, images and movies; chat instantly with people 

from around the globe; socialise with friends; purchase and 

sell goods and services online; play games; catch up on news 

and events; and even talk on the telephone!

X
Skype
Make calls from your computer – 
free to other people on Skype, 
cheap to phones and mobiles 
across the world. And the sound 
quality is great, too – keep it 
running all day, and it’s like you’re 
in the same room as the person on 
the other end.

SkypeCap
Captures and records audio calls 
made from Skype. Recorded calls 
are saved as MP4 files, to be 
replayed, shared, archived, or 
studied.

Syrinx
Fully customizable twitter client 
designed for Leopard (OS X 
10.5+).

Tweetie
Twitter client that keeps track of 
entire conversation threads.

TwitterPod
A Twitter client with message store 
capability.

X-Lite
If you are already a VoIP 
subscriber, X-Lite lets you make 
audio calls to any softphone, 
mobile or landline number, and 
make video calls and send IMs to 
any softphone which supports 
these functions.

Yahoo! Messenger
Instant Messaging client for use 
with the Yahoo! and Windows Live 
Messenger services.

Collect Images
BeHolder
Easily navigate through hundreds of 
images, verifying whether they are 
still available on the web and 
downloading them for inspection 
or archival purposes.

Newsgroup Image 
Collector
Perfect tool for collecting images 
from Usenet newsgroups as it can 
search one or more newsgroups 
for images by scanning each 
posted message. When a message 
contains image content, the image 
is downloaded to your computer. 

Web Image Collector
The perfect tool for collecting 
images from one or more web 
sites. It gives you the ability to 
download images from a single 
web page or from an entire web 
site. It can also search the web for 
images based on one or more 
keywords.

Play Games
Atlantis
Multi User Dungeons (MUDs) client 
specifically designed to aid in 
playing those type of games.

GameRanger
The first and largest Internet 
multiplayer game matchmaking 
service for the Macintosh that lets 
you play over 500 classic, action, 
strategy, and simulation games and 
demos, online with friends and 
opponents worldwide. Offering 
features like profiles, friends lists, 
instant messaging, in-game voice 
communication, and competitive 
ladders, rankings and ratings.

MudWalker
MUD client that features compact 
connection windows that use no 
unnecessary screen space; 
Supports Telnet, MCP, ANSI color, 
and TWin protocols; Full support 
for extended character sets, 
including Unicode and Windows 
encodings.

Read News
Cyndicate
Easy-to-use, next-generation, RSS/
Atom syndication feed reader that 
gives you command over your 
news. Fetch, organize, and display 
news and articles from millions of 
websites and weblogs.

Headline
Make scatching up with the latest 
blog posts, articles and news 
feeds quick and more enjoyable. 
Easily share articles over iChat and 
Mail, with no need to manually 
send article links to friends.

MaxNews
Very flexible and effective Usenet 
newsreader supporting reading 
and composing both news articles 
and e-mail messages. Provides the 
user with an efficient and 
extensible all-in-one interface 
towards dealing with large 
numbers of messages, no matter 
the form they may have or 
wherever they may come from.

NewsLife
Simplest way to stay up-to-date 
with tons of websites without even 
having to touch your web browser 
until you see something you want 
to read. Just like your with your 
email client, NewsLife keeps track 
of which news stories you have 
read and which you haven't, lets 
you search and sort stories just the 
way you want.

Nemo
Newsgroups/Usenet reader where 
you can follow your favourite 
discussion with an elegant and 
powerful user-interface that is 
designed to look and behave like 
an Apple Application.

Listing Continues…

X



NetNewsWire
Easy-to-use RSS and Atom reader 
that has a familiar three-paned 
interface (aka Mail) and can fetch 
and display news from thousands 
of different websites and weblogs.

NewsLife
Simplest way to stay up-to-date 
with tons of websites without even 
having to touch your web browser 
until you see something you want 
to read. Just like your with your 
email client, NewsLife keeps track 
of which news stories you have 
read and which you haven't, lets 
you search and sort stories just the 
way you want.

Osiris
Usenet Auto-Poster for Thoth or 
MT-Newswatcher, that supports 
multiple news servers and multiple 
personalities. It can also randomize 
body text.

Thoth
Popular NNTP/Usenet reader, with 
support for multiple servers.

Tickershock
RSS, RDF and Atom news reader 
that displays news feeds anywhere 
on your desktop in a animated 
crawl or billboard display that was 
inspired by the tickers of 24-hour 
cable news services.

Times
Instead of treating news like email 
(as most RSS readers do), Times 
presents you with headlines and 
photos from a variety of sources all 
in one place, letting you more 
easily discover the news you want 
to read. Like your own personal 
newspaper, you can put feeds into 
separate areas, create pages for 
different subjects, and more.

Unison
Discuss. Download audio. View 
pictures. Find video. And more. It's 
all on Usenet, the global sharing 
network, and all possible with 
Unison, an award winning Usenet 
client.

Vienna
RSS & Atom newsreader that 
provides a simple and intuitive user 
interface with customisable 
toolbar, along with a Built-in 
tabbed browser.

Transfer Files
Captain FTP
Powerful FTP client that features 
Scheduled Sync jobs; Integration 
for Amazon S3 backup/storage; 
Emails files as URLs; Offline 
browsing for Webdav/Amazon;.

CyberDuck
Open source FTP, SFTP, WebDAV, 
Mosso Cloud Files and Amazon S3 
browser that features an easy to 
use interface with quickly 
accessible bookmarks.

DeepVacuum
Useful download utility based on 
wget command line tool that 
allows users to download: single 
pages, entire sites, ftp catalogs, link 
lists from a text file, pictures, 
music, clips and more.

ExpanDrive
Open, edit, and save files to 
remote computers from within 
your favorite programs—even 
when they are on a server half a 
world away.

Fetch
Reliable, full-featured file transfer 
client with an user interface that 
emphasizes simplicity and ease of 
use.

FileChute
Makes sending files easy – Uploads 
to your MobileMe account and 
generate an email with the link. 
And since what you're sending is 
just a link, your recipients can 
retrieve the file from a Mac, a PC or 
any other platform.

ForkLift
Connect to any remote server FTP, 
SFTP, Amazon S3, WebDAV, the 
SMB, NIS and AFP shares on your 
local network, or your Bluetooth 
mobile phone- pretty much 
anything you can plug into or hook 
up to a Mac.

iGetter
Greatly improve the speed of your 
downloads using segmented 
(accelerated) downloading. In 
addition it allows auto resume on 
broken downloads, queue filtering 
by various criteria, scheduling 
downloads for low traffic periods, 
auto redial on broken connection, 
auto hang-up and/or shut down on 
completion.

LimeWire
Fastest Peer-To-Peer (P2P) 
downloads on the planet. Create a 
Quick List in your library. Put files in 
a custom list like a playlist. Share 
files with your friends. Sign-in, 
share files, and download from 
your friends.

ShareTool
The fastest, easiest, and most 
secure way to access all of your 
Bonjour services from anywhere in 
the world - Securely access your 
home or office network from 
anywhere!

Listing Continues…

X
Tooble
Find any video on YouTube! 
Download it to your computer! 
Watch anywhere at any time! Save 
YouTube videos to your computer 
in 3 clicks, for free! 

Transmission
BitTorrent client that is designed 
from the ground up to balance 
power with simplicity.

Transmit
Award winning FTP client.

Vuze
Easiest way to find, download, and 
play HD videos - the most 
powerful p2p bittorrent app in the 
world. Formerly known as Azureus.

Upload Photos
Aperture to Picasa Web 
Albums
Allows Aperture users to easily 
upload their images to Google’s 
Picasa Web Albums. Features 
include: Support for creating new 
albums; Automatically uploads 
Aperture keywords as Picasa tags; 
Multi-Threaded for responsive 
user-interface; Album selector with 
cover images; and Keychain 
support.

flickery
Easily upload your photos to flickr, 
manage your sets and favorites, 
view your contacts’ photos, search 
for photos in flickr’s database, 
comment, and view the most 
“interesting” pictures.

FlickrBoth
Simple little plugin for Apple’s 
Photo Booth. Just install, follow the 
setup instructions, and snap away!

FlickrExport for Aperture
Export plugin for Aperture which 
provides direct upload to Flickr.

FlickrExport for iPhoto
Plugin for iPhoto which provides a 
direct export interface to Flickr.

iPhoto to Picasa Web 
Albums
Share more, often. Upload photos 
from iPhoto to Pacasa Feature List 
includes; Export GPS (latitude and 
longitude coordinates) information 
to Picasa Web Albums; Creates 
new albums from inside iPhoto; 
Automatically uploads iPhoto 
keywords as Picasa Web Album 
tags;  Exports to both pre-defined 
and custom image sizes; Built-in 
support for customized naming 
based on image title, file or album 
name, and more.

ÜberUpload for 
Aperture
Streamlines the process of 
uploading photos from Aperture to 
a variety of remote servers.

ÜberUpload for iPhoto
Add the power of FTP and SFTP 
exports to your workflow without 
ever leaving iPhoto. Packed with 
features like custom image sizing, 
on-the-fly file conversion, and a 
plethora of naming conventions, 
this is the easy way to get your 
photos where you need them, 
when you need them.

Other
Meerkat
An easy to use SSH tunnel manager 
providing a perfect marriage of 
UNIX power with Mac elegance! 
SSH tunnels (sometimes called 
port forwarding) are a way to use 
an SSH account on a server to 
forward other types of net traffic -- 
for example, HTTP web traffic, 
iTunes music sharing traffic, or 
SMTP email sending traffic -- 
through the SSH account. Then, 
this traffic appears to come from 
the SSH host instead of the original 
computer.

SeaMonkey
All-in-One Internet Application 
Suite containing an Internet 
browser, email & newsgroup 
client, HTML editor, IRC chat and 
web development tools.

ZOC Terminal
Telnet client, secure shell client 
and terminal emulator lets you to 
easily connect to hosts and 
mainframes via telnet, secure shell 
(SSH/SSH2) modem, serial cable 
or isdn.

The 

Post 

Man

MacServer

PS: Be sure to check 

out ‘The Post Man’ and 

‘MacSer ver ’ Discs for 

more applicat ions that 

also use the Internet

The applications supplied on this CD are 
supplied as is and we make no 
representations regarding the applications 
nor any information related thereto. Any 
questions, complaints or claims regarding 
the applications must be directed to the 
appropriate software vendor.

Various different license types apply. 
Some titles require further payment direct 
to the application publisher to enable the 
full feature sets and functions. Some 
functions require additional hardware for 
full functionality.

X
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Disc of the Month

purchase Disc of the Month

DotM

Each month, Nicholas Pyers of 
AppleUsers.org compiles a 
themed Disc of the Month that 
is made available, free of 
charge, to Australian Apple User 
Groups to burn and print thier 
own copies to sell the Discs to 
their members.

In the past there have been discs full of Games; Office 
Productivity suites; Graphics Tools; Audio editing and 
production tools; Open Source applications;  and even a 
huge collection of Christmas Clip Art, Fonts, Music, Cards, 
Activities and Stories.

You can purchase the Discs of the Month from the 
following Apple User Groups:

 • AMUG Sydney
 • AUSOM Incorporated
 • BEAUT
 • Byron Shire Mac User Group
 • Central Victorian Macintosh Users Inc
 • Coffs Harbour Mac Users Group
 • Geraldton Macintosh User Group
 • Gold Coast Apple Users Group
 • MacTalk Hunter
 • South Australian Apple Users Club

Disc of the Month CDs have a RRP of $10, with DVDs at 
$15. However, many of these User Groups allow you to 
purchase the Discs of the Month from their meetings 
- often at a discount; or to order via the web, postal 
mail, fax or telephone. Occasionally, special bundles are 
offered by the User Groups as well, so keep an eye on 
their websites.

The 

Post 

Man

 Last Month's Disc
July's Disc of the Month, The Post Man, is still available 
from the above User Groups. 

Does your mailbox have four billion, two hundred 
ninety-four million, nine hundred sixty-two thousand, 
two hundred and ninety-four messages in it? Or even just 
ninety? 

Either way, The Post Man can help you manage your 
daily inbound emails and outbound bulk mail. 

The Post Man includes alternative email clients, bulk 
mailers, spam and junk mail filters, plug-ins for Apple Mail 
and stationary templates.

AppleUsers.org would like to gratefully acknowledge 
and sincerly thank Niche Media, the publishers of 
Australian Macworld, for supporting the Disc of 
the Month project by providing us with the server 
space and bandwidth to store and distrubute the 
Golden Master Disc Image and support files to the 
participating Apple User Groups each month.

From time to time, AppleUsers.org 
looks for volunteers to assist with 
various tasks.

Unfortunately, we can’t offer a 
wage for any of these positions, 
but we do offer the opportunity to 
get your name out there and to 
hone your skills.

For a list of current positions, visit;
www.appleusers.org/about/jobs

Positions Available

http://homepage.mac.com/sydamug/amugmembers/disc/orderform-nonmem.html
www.ausom.net.au/discofthemonth
www.beaut.org.au/tips.html
www.bsmug.ozshop.net
http://www.cvmu.net
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/coffs_mac_users
http://www.gmug.org.au/dotm/
http://goin.to/gcusers
http://www.mactalkhunter.org.au
http://www.saauc.org.au
http://www.niche.com.au/
http://www.macworld.com.au/
http://www.macvoices.com
http://www.appleusers.org/about/jobs
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